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Tiger Town Tavern
may lose its lease
by David Reid
news editor
Tiger Town Tavern, a local
landmark in Clemson for 12
years, may be closing in July.
The city of Clemson is actively
pursuing the lease, and Clemson
Mayor Larry Abernathy said, "I
think we're just a signature
away."
Ernest M. Willis, who now
resides in Washington, contacted the city in December and
told them that he had a building
for lease. The tenants, however,
received a letter on Saturday,
notifying them for the first time
that the city was trying to take

over the lease. This meant that
if the city signed the lease, then
the business would have to
move out prior to July 1.
Tiger Town's last lease was
signed in 1982, for three years.
When the lease came up for
renewal in 1985, the tenants
were unable to contact Willis.
They have been simply paying
rent for the past three years.
Currently, they are paying
$2.50 per square foot for the
building. The city is planning to
lease it for $7 per square foot.
The city, which is building a
new city hall, will use this
building for additional office

Redfern patients
cause appeal
by David Reid
news editor
"Ensuring voting arrangements are
made for all Redfern Health Center inpatients," is one of the duties of the
election committee as defined by the student handbook. This was not carried out
to the full extent, and a candidate in the
election made an appeal to the Supreme
Court.
This and other allegations were made
to the Supreme Court by Vince Matthews,
a candidate in the election. Some of the
other allegations were: on election day,
the ballot boxes were left unattended for
a small amount of time, including the
ballot outside of Riggs, which was left
for about an hour, and the polls outside
of Schiletter ran out of ballots for about
20 minutes.
The Redfern decision was one of the
decisions upheld by the Supreme Court.
It seems that three of the patients in
Redfern were discharged before the election committee could contact them. Of the
three patients, only one could be contacted, so the Supreme Court ruled in
favor of Matthews.
The allegation referring to the unattended ballots was also upheld. The
boxes were place at the poll locations at
about 8 a.m., and the people responsible
for manning these stations were late. At
some locations, as long as an hour late.
These decisions made the first election, which was held on March 7 and the
first run-off election, which was held on
March 14, null and void. Therefore new
elections and run-off dates were set. The
election was held this past Tuesday, and
the run-offs are planned for Tuesday,
April 4.
One candidate was quoted as saying,
"It was ruled on a complete technicality."
Another candidate said, "I thought
see Appeal, page 11

see Tavern, page 9

Tony Counts/staff photographer

Tiger Town Tavern, a twelve-year tradition, could be closing soon if the Clemson Glty
Council obtains its lease.

Saturday, April 1 —Clemson
9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.—Shuttles to and from parking lots and Tillman Hall, Fort Hill, Hanover House,
Botanical Garden, Memorial Stadium and Jervey Athletic Center
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.—Campus tours, Visitors Center: one-hour tours for prospective students and
their parents at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Half-hour walking tours at 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.
Continuous events in the Tillman Hall/Bowman Field/Calhoun Mansion area: open house at Fort
Hill; showing of Centennial film "There's Something in These Hills"; Clemson history slide show;
storytellers; musicians; face painting; photographs with the Tiger mascot; Centennial exhibits; 1889
time capsule contents exhibit; 1989 time capsule contents display; exhibit of winning essays in the "My
Town, My Time and Me" contest; displays featuring the five areas of focus as Clemson enters its
Second Century: Agriculture and Food, Engineering and Basic Science, Marketing and Management,
Quality of Life, and Textiles
10:00 a.m. —Centennial Footpath dedication and Folksmarch
11:00 a.m. —Dixie Skydivers parachute onto Bowman Field
11:30 a.m.—Clemson University Band Concert
Noon — Cornerstone replacement ceremony
12:30 p.m. —Picnic on Bowman Field; carillon concert
2:00 p.m. —Dixie Skydivers parachute into Memorial Stadium; Orange and White football game
4:00-9:30 p.m.—Jungaleers Reunion Dinner/Dance at the Alumni Center (Preregistration required
and capacity limited)
5:00 p.m. —Hot-air balloon ascension
7:00 p.m.—Baseball: Clemson vs. University of South Carolina
9:30 p.m.—Fireworks display (following baseball game)

Pendleton Spring Jubilee
8:00 a.m. —Road race
10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. —Continuous events on the village green: arts and crafts, walking tours, music,
entertainment featuring "The Flying Fettucini Brothers," historical exhibits, food

Sunday, April 2—Clemson
2:00 p.m.-Baseball: Clemson vs. University of South Carolina

Cornerstone Weekend set
by David Reid
news editor
The University's Centennial celebration will zenith this weekend. Various
activities have been scheduled across
the campus to involve the school and
the community in celebrating the University's first 100 years.
On Friday, the Thomas Green
Clemson Day will kick off the weekend's events. The Field Day, which will
take place on the Intramural Fields
from 3 to 10 p.m., will highlight
various bands. Those included are The
Toll, Drivin' and Cryin', The Neighborhoods and Moja Nya.
Games and food will also be available for those attending. Admission is
$5, and tickets can be purchased during
lunch and dinner at Harcombe,
Schilletter and Clemson House.

The major events of Cornerstone
Weekend will occur Saturday on
Bowman Field or Tillman Hall. From
10 a.m. until 2 p.m. there will be jugglers, balloon giveaways, musicians,
food and games and storytelling for
small children. Also during this time
will be campus tours and open houses
for the historic sites.
Displays featuring the five areas of
focus as the University enters its second century will be set up in the
Tillman lobby. These include Agriculture and Food, Engineering and
Basic Science, Marketing and Management, Quality of Life, and Textiles. At
11 a.m., the Dixie Skydivers will
parachute onto Bowman Field, followed
by a University Band Concert outside
Tillman Hall.
see Cornerstone, page 9

Election
run-off
scheduled
by David Reid
news editor
After all the appeals and the Supreme
Court decisions, the elections came out
just the way they did last time; well,
almost. In the election on Wednesday,
another run-off resulted. This time, each
of the candidates who are in the run-off
received a larger percentage of the vote.
Susan Ainsley and Trey Blackwood
will still be campaigning for the
presidency, while Tracy Malcolm and
Mel Miles campaign for the vice
presidency. This time, only 1,400 ballots
were cast for the office of presidency
versus 2,226 in the last election.
However, Trey Blackwood received 584
votes, or 42 percent, while Susan Ainsley
received 325 votes, or 23 percent. Vince
Matthews, who appealed the last election, received 299 votes, or 21 percent.
In the last election, he missed the run-off
by only five votes; but this time, it was
not the case.
The other candidates for the presidency
received the following percentages of the
votes: Missy Jenkins, 11 percent; Robert
Carter, 2 percent; and write-in compiled
1 percent of the vote.
In the vice presidential race, Malcom
received 640 votes, or 47 percent; and
Miles received 570 votes, or 42 percent.
Other candidates received the following
percentages of the vote: Jack Hoggard, 5
percent; and Penny Jaggers, 4 percent.
An amendment was also passed at the
last election. The amendment stated,
"Membership of the Student Senate
shall be composed of at least on eligible
senator from each precinct." The votes
were 1,047 for and 238 against.
Also, the race for trial court was
decided. The following candidates won
seats: Jody Anderson, Jack Duffie,
Carey Elias, Ralph Henry, Melanie Lee,
see Elections, page 11
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Panelists give Lennon favorable evaluation
relationship between the city
and the University is improving,
with the assistance of Lennon.
"I wouldn't be willing to say
"During the [Max] Lennon that a marriage has taken place
presidency, there has developed between the town and gown (the
a sense of pride. Not just a pride city and the University), but I
in the campus, not just a pride think it's a solid healthy courtin the city, but a sense of pride ship," Abernathy said.
in the Clemson community," said
"I think ultimately the marClemson Mayor Larry Abernathy riage would be a friendly merduring a panel discussion before ger," he said.
spring break.
Abernathy credits Lennon's
Abernathy was one of four administration with the revitalipanelists who commented on Uni- zation plans.
versity President Max Lennon's
"As the campus becomes
accomplisnments ana snoncom- more aesthetically pleasing, we
ings during the discussion titled experience spillover into the
"The Lennon Presidency After community, and we see that in
Three Years: An Evaluation."
the city's downtown revitaliThe panelists were Roger zation project," Abernathy said.
Rollin, Lemon professor of litAbernathy also praised Lennon
erature; Charles Jennett, dean for being "accessible to me and
of engineering department; Ron accessible to city officials."
Mowaczyk, associate professor
Jennett discussed the Lennon
of psychology and president of years from the perspective of a
Faculty Senate. Abernathy H. dean.
Morris Cox, dean emeritus of
"My view is that Max Lennon
the College of Liberal Arts, was was selected to enhance our imthe moderator.
age externally and in a very real
Abernathy said "There was a sense he's the first modern-era
time when the town of Clemson president of Clemson Univerwas nothing more than an after- sity," Jennett said.
thought, nothing more than the
As an external representative,
University's bedroom."
Lennon "Has certainly estabBut now, Abernathy said, the lished himself as a spokesman
by Andrew Cauthen
editor in chief

Robinson promotes history
by David Reid
news editor
The monthly University
NAACP meeting was held Tuesday night at 7:30 in the Student Senate Chambers. The
meeting was highlighted by
Sonya Nicholson, the state advisor for the NAACP, and by
Gregory Robinson of the
Chemistry Department.
After commending the University on its fantastic job,
Mrs. Nicholson announced
some new scholarships that are
now available and the upcoming Southeast Regional
NAACP Convention.
The new scholarships are
the Agnes Jones scholarship
and new mathematical and
science scholarships. These are
available to high school
seniors and college freshmen.
The deadline is April 30.
The main point of her address was the announcement
of the Southeast Regional
NAACP Convention, which is
to be held April 20, in Mobile,
Ala. Anyone interested in go-

ing should contact the minority
council.
The main speaker of the
meeting was Dr. Gregory
Robinson, a member of the
University's black faculty and
staff organization. He spoke
on his achievements and gave
some helpful advice to those
who attended.
"What we have to do as a
race of people is to keep
history alive. If you lose your
history, you lose your culture;
and if you lose your culture,
you don't exist as a strong people," said Dr. Robinson.
He also added, "To keep
history alive you must read
books about blacks and by
black authors and to pass your
history down, generation after
generation."
Also at the meeting, The
Apartheid Awareness Week
was announced. The activities
planned include a booth
located in the Loggia, a gala in
Edgar's, speaker Nelson
Rivers, movies and a Black
History Bowl.

for Clemson—the sole outside
spokesman, and that is
unique," Jennett said.
"When I came here, we had
more spokesmen for the athletic
department than we did vice
presidents," he said.
On the subject of leadership,
Jennett said that "leadership is
hard to define, but I'd say that
Lennon is clearly our boss and
most of us enjoy it.
"He is a strong leader. He
has set high standards for us as
a faculty, for the students
themselves and for the athletic
program.
"All in all, I'd have to say
he's done rather well for three
years," Jennett said.
Rollin graded several aspects
of Lennon's presidency on a sixpoint scale, giving Lennon a 3.8
average, or "good."
The first included "efforts to
meet certain legal or institutional obligations of the University." Rollin gave Lennon a 5.0
in this area.
For "efforts to communicate
the University's missions, goals,
and needs," Lennon received a
3.0, or "fair."
"What is the president's vision of higher education? What
is the University? What is his vi-

Clemson leads water quality
by Kell L. Walker
staff writer
Clemson aquaculturist Joe
Tomasso and agricultural
engineer David Brune coordinated the first International
Symposium on Water Quality
and Aquaculture during a
worldwide aquaculture meeting
in Los Angeles. The symposium
was sponsored by Clemson
University, the S.C. Agricultural Experiment Station, the
S.C. Wildlife and Marine
Resources Department and the
S.C. Sea Grant Consortium.
"This was the first time a
diverse group of engineers and
scientists came together to ad-

Max Lennon
For "efforts to coordinate the
endeavors of more than 15,000
service personnel, staff, faculty
administrators and students in the
operation of the University," Lennon received a 3.0.
He received another 3.0 for
"efforts to review, analyze, revise
and initiate policy and planning,
both long-term and short-range."
Rollin said that "Lennon seems
not to have made any major blunders. Lennon has been notable for
his visible leadership and academic
statesmanship.
"It seems to me that Clemson
University is being managed, and
managed capably, but I ask
myself 'is that all there is?'"

symposium

dress a single topic of
This year's edition of the inaquacultural water quality," ternational gathering that is
Brune said.
held every three years was atThe objective of the sym- tended by 2400 people.
posium, according to Tomasso,
"This symposium will help
was to bring together recognizestablish
South Carolina sciened authorities in different areas
tists
in
this
field of study. That
of water quality and aquaculture.
is necessary to attract the funds
Twenty speakers spoke on we need to carry out valuable
topics including the impact of research to benefit the state,"
water quality on aquatic Tomasso said.
animals, recirculating culture
"From the scientific standsystems, pond water quality
dynamics and the environmen- point, the main product to come
tal impact of water quality on out of such a symposium will be
a high quality publication of the
aquaculture.
"This symposium did a great proceedings that can be used as
deal in making South Carolina a reference text and as a basis
highly visible in this field," for further research and
development," he said.
Brune said.

Engineering student wins Cornerstone contest
by David Reid
news editor
Bob Stone, a senior electrical
engineering major from
Winston-Salem, N.C., has won
the University's Centennial
Cornerstone contest. As a
result, he will take part in the

ceremony that will place his ID
and other articles from the
University in a stainless steel
time capsule.
This contest was a part of the
University's Cornerstone
Weekend celebration. The capsule will sealed and cemented into the Cornerstone at Tillman

Hall. The cornerstone will remain closed until 2089, the year
of the school's bicentennial.
The contest was sponsored by
the Centennial Town and Gown
Committee to find a student
representative for the class of
1989.

Newspaper elects new senior staff

Kilbourne to speak

by David Reid
news editor

by Kell L. Walker
staff writer
Internationally known media critic,
lecturer and writer Dr. Jean Kilbourne
will speak on Drug Abuse and Alcohol
Awareness Wednesday, April 5 at 7:30
p.m. in Tillman Hall Auditorium.
Dr. Kilbourne is a visiting scholar at
Wellesley College and is on the Board of
Directors of the National Council on Alcoholism. She is Vice Chair of the Council on Alcohol Policy and on the National Advisory Committee of the alcohol
education projects of both the Junior
League and the Women's Action
Alliance.
She received her Bachelor of Arts
degree in English literature from
Wellesley College and her Doctorate in
Education from Boston University.
After graduating from Wellesley, she
worked for three years in Europe for the
British Broadcasting Corporation in
London and for a French film company
in Paris.
Dr. Kilbourne has done research on
alcoholism, alcohol-related problems
and policies and alcohol advertising. She
is particularly interested in the effect of

sion of Clemson University?
I'm not sure," Rollin said, explaining his reasons for the low
score.
"We've all heard that Clemson
will get larger and increase its
emphasis on graduate programs, but how much? Why?
To what end? Is anyone sure
what the president's vision of
our University is? Is anyone
sure how the president sees his
role?" Rollin asked.
Rollin gave Lennon a 3.0 for
"efforts to represent the University to its various constituencies."
"I'm still worried about
whether athletics are under control at this University," Rollin
said.
"When has president Lennon
made a public announcement
that uncivilized conduct and
patterns of academic neglect are
unacceptable at Clemson University?
"On the other hand, has president Lennon done enough to recognize faculty achievement?"
Lennon received a 6.0 for "efforts to try to win friends and influence people on the University's
behalf."
Rollin said that he knew of no
enemies that Lennon had made
since coming to the University.

alcohol abuse on women, minorities and
young people and in alcohol prevention
and education.
Dr. Kilbourne has received several
awards, including a Woman-of-the-Year
award from the Boston chapter of the
National Organization for Women. In
1980 she was named one of 80 "People
to watch in the 80's" by Boston
magazine. In 1988 she received the
Lecturer-of-the-Year award from the
National Association for Campus Activities and is listed in Who's Who of
American Women and Who's Who in
the East.

The Tiger held its elections for senior
staff members on March 12, opening the
doors for old and new talent. This issue
is the first for the new staff.
The new editor-in-chief is Andrew
Cauthen. He is a junior majoring in
English. His previous positions include
news editor, assistant news editor and
copy editor.
Doug Stanton is the new managing
editor. Doug is a junior nursing major.
He has held several positions, including
assistant managing editor, circulation
manager and junior staff.
The new business manager is Angie
Coffman. She was previously a junior
staff member working as the assistant
advertising manager. Angie is a junior
elementary education maior.
The Tiger's new advertising manager
is Angie Willimon. Angie, who is a
junior English major, was a junior staff
member last year working with advertising.
David Reid is the new news editor and
has experience as a junior staff news
writer. He is a junior political science
major.

Tommy Hood returns as the sports
editor, after a year off from the
newspaper. He has held the position of
sports editor and junior staff sports
writer in the past. Tommy is a junior
civil engineering major.
The new editorial editor is Arthur
Schirmer, who was the previous assistant news editor. He also was a junior
staff writer. Art is a junior English
major.
Replacing Doug Stanton as the circulation manager is Chris Freshwater.
He is a freshman management major.
The photography department is headed
by Kevin Taylor. Kevin, a sophomore
physics major is The Tiger head
photographer. Also on the photography
staff is senior staff photographer David
Chamberlain. Both have been junior
and senior staff photographers.
Will Chassereau will be the returning
copy editor. He is a sophomore English
major.
The new art director is Jim Sabinske.
He is a freshman industrial management
major. Jim was a junior staff cartoonist
this past year.
The new Tiger senior staff begins with
the printing of this week's issue.
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An eagle soars higher
NEWSSTUFF

David Reid
Interim
News Editor

On Tuesday night, Dr. Gregory
Robinson, an assistant professor of Chemistry, highlighted
the NAACP meeting in great
fashion. He captivated his audience with one particular story.
The story was about a famous
chicken farmer from the east
coast of Africa. It was known
that this farmer raised prizewinning chickens.
A new Extension agent that
was assigned to this area visited
the farm one day. As he walked
around with the farmer, he
noticed something very strange.
Among all of the chickens was a
full-grown eagle, scratching and
pecking away, just like all the
chickens.
This puzzled the agent, so he
asked the farmer the history
behind this eagle. The farmer
told him that he found the eagle
after it had fallen from its nest
and injured its wing. The
farmer then took the eagle back
to his farm and placed it with all
of his chickens, and fed it
chicken feed until it was finally
used to it. The eagle's presence
served to ward off the other
predatory birds.
Every time the eagle's wing
would begin to heal and the
eagle began to spread its wings a
little, the farmer would beat the
same wing to reinjure it and
throw the eagle some more
chicken feed. The farmer did
this so many times the eagle just
stopped trying to fly and ate his
chicken feed.

The Extension agent, with the
farmer's consent, began to conduct some experiments. He took
the eagle to the top of the porch
and flung him into the air, only
to see him glide to the ground
and continue to scratch at the
ground.
He repeated the experiment,
only this time taking him to the
top of the barn. It yielded the
same results.
So he asked the farmer to let
him take the fird for the afternoon, and the farmer agreed if
the Extension agent would leave
him alone. The agent then took
the eagle to a very high mountain, far away from the farm
and the farmer. He flung the
eagle over the cliff.
The eagle extended his wings,
just as he did in the other experiments. But this time he had
more room to fall, so he spread
his wings some more. He then
spread his wings to reach full
extension. After several attempts he finally began to move
his wings rhythmically. The
eagle looked down and noticed
the rough terrain below that
surely meant his death.
So for the first time in the
eagle's life he started flying. He
flew and became the prestigious
bird of prey that he was meant
to be.
Dr. Robinson heard this at a
lecture during black history
month in his undergraduate
years. He related it to the story
of his life and the lives of many
college students today.
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Coming Up
April

Centennial Lecture: "Calhoun, S.C." by Dr. W. J.
Meggison. 4 p.m. at Fort Hill Presbyterian Church. Sponsored by Town and Gown Committee of the Clemson
University Centennial.

Chemistry Lecture: "Structural Aspects of Small Inorganic Molecules" by Professor Heinze Oberhammer of
Turbingen University, FRG. 4 p.m. at Chemistry Lecture
Auditorium. Sponsored by the Chemistry Department.

3-9

Art Display: "Concept of Dwelling," a display of student
projects. Lee Gallery. Free.

4

Thurmond Lecture: "Politics 1989: How We Got Here and
Where We Might Be Headed" by columnist and political
analyst Mark Shields. 8 p.m. Lyles Auditorium, Lee Hall. A
reception will follow in Lee Hall Gallery.

Lecture: "Drug Abuse and Alcohol Awareness" by critic,
lecturer, and writer Dr. Jean Kilbourne. 7:30 p.m. in Tillman
Hall Auditorium.

Today, many students do not
even think about graduate
school. All of their lives they
have been trained, much like the
eagle, to get a degree and then
get a job.

HELP START A
NEW FRATERNITY
AT CLEMSON!
For more information, contact
International Representatives
Jeff Albright or Matt Prater,
656-2075, ext. 730,
or stop by Holtzendorff Hall, room 103
"Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice."
— William Jennings Bryan AV

The Delta Chi Fraternity
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Editorial
USC's visitation policy
questioned
The overnight visitation policy at the University of South
Carolina is under dispute. It seems as if the trustees are
concerned about the school taking responsibility for a
promiscuous society. Rep. Mike Fair, a trustee at USC, is
taking this moralistic issue to the limit if the students are not
forbidden to sleep together.
His efforts have been successful so far. The overnight
visitation policy will be eliminated within the next several
years. This has students irate, according to The State
newspaper poll.
Representative Fair has a daughter who will be attending
USC in the fall and he admits this fact is a large part of his
objections to the visitation policy.
"It is totally inconsistent to encourage teenagers in the
public schools to abstain from sex and then send them to USC
and say, 'It's OK to spend the night with your boyfriend,'
particularly if you sell condoms in cigarette machines," Fair
said in The State newspaper.
It sounds as if Representative Fair has a problem with the
legal age of adulthood, or is it consent? If a student is going
to sleep with another student of the opposite sex, it will be an
unstoppable event.
Moral issues should not enter into this dispute. If the sex
crime rate increased or there were problems with unwanted
pregnancies on the campus, the action would be warranted.
Like the old saying goes, "If it ain't broke, why fix it?"
Furthermore, we are given the right to the freedom of
choice as U.S. citizens. Does this mean that students don't
have this right until graduation?
Rules are indeed formed to create an orderly society, but
the self-image of a representative and his daughter's chastity
aren't representative of the population of students.
Through all of the mud slinging done by the USC
administration and its trustees, the students' needs are being
ignored. USC President James Holderman formed a
committee to consider the students' needs called the Ecology
Committee. This committee's name doesn't show up in the
news nearly enough. How much power does it have? How
much power does the administration have if it can be
overruled by the board of trustees?
Representative Fair needs to listen to the voices who are
being affected by these moralistic rules he is pushing to pass
before his daughter reaches USC. This will make life more
bearable for everyone on the administrative, the legislative
and the academic levels.

Interim news editor—David Reid
Asst. news editor—position open
Features editor—position open
Entertainment editor—position open
Business manager—Angie Coffman
Asst. business manager—Gwen Gardner
Advertising manager—Angie Willimon
Asst. advertising mgr. — position open
Office manager—position open
Circulation manager—Chris Freshwater

Sports editor—Tommy Hood
Asst. sports editor—position open
Copy editor—Will Chassereau
Head photographer—Kevin Taylor
St. staff photographer— David Chamberlain
Art director—Jim Sabinske
Faculty adviser—Louis Henry
Joint media adviser—Kirk Brague
Printer—Martin Printing Co., Inc.
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Ellis, Amy George, Treena Gillespie, Tommy Hood, Barry Landreth, Lara Levi, Mitch
Mitchell, John Norton, Bert Purvis, Marshall Ramsey, Cathy Rodgers, Henrik Skou, Guy
Sorrell, Billy Stein, Ashlyn Tennant, David Thomas, Cameron Turner, Brian Tyler, Amy
Uhl, Bill Vereen, Kell L. Walker, Tammy A. Woolbright.
Opinions expressed on the editorial pages are those of the individual writers, with the
exception of the lead editorial, which is the opinion of the majority of the editorial board. All
columns are the opinions of the individual writers.
The Tiger is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press and is a five-star All-America
award winner.
The mailing address is Box 2097, Clemson, S.C. 29632-2097.
Subscription rates are $15 per year and $8 per semester. Local and national advertising
rates are available upon request.
The offices of The Tiger are located at suite 906 of the Edgar A. Brown University
Union. Telephone numbers are main office, (803) 656-2150; news and editorial office, (803)
656-4006; advertising and business offices, (803) 656-2167.
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Lennon falls short of expectations
Just before Spring Break, I
attended a panel discussion titled "The Lennon Presidency
After Three Years." During this
evaluation of University President Max Lennon, the overall
portrayal of Lennon was overwhelmingly impressive. In fact,
so favorable was the evaluation
that I was beginning to think the
panelists were describing Superman or a god.
I don't know whether the
panelists were concerned about
job security, but since my career
will not be jeopardized by my
use of freedom of speech in this
rag, I've evaluated several
aspects of Lennon's presidency
from a student perspective. And
I've used a 4.0 grading scale
which we all can relate to. The
following are my results:
1. Listens to and is concerned
about the needs of students: C
While I'm sure Lennon would
say that he listens to and cares

Andrew
Cauthen
Editor in Chief
about students, that is not the
major question. The question is
whether or not he acts in a way
to satisfy students or at least
mitigate our common problems.
2. Has definite plans for
growth of the University: D
Lennon has plans for grow ih
of the University, but something is wrong when we have
students living in storage
rooms, males being kicked out
of Lever Hall, a shortage of
classroom and office space and
constantly increasing tuition
rates. Sure, we're growing, but
so are our problems.
3. Is capable politician: B
Lennon is an excellent politician, down to the rhetoric. But,

of course, this is not necessarily
a positive category, because politicians do not have the best of
reputations.
4. Represents the University: C
Do not get me wrong. Lennon is the spokesman for the
University, but I think he represents the administration more
than any other group.
5. Is accessible and visible to
students: B
I guess Lennon is about as accessible as a president of a
growing university can be.
6. Gets money for the University: B
Lennon is a great fundraiser
for research and has even been
recognized for his efforts—if he
could only focus some of his efforts to get money for University improvements.
Well, Lennon's grade is a 2.3,
which means he did not fail, but
he did not make the President's
list.
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Speaking Out

photos by Stephanie Brown

Question:
Should dorm visitation policies be based
on moral opinion?

"No, because there are many
moral opinions that do not reflect
the student body opinion such as
alcohol, athletic policies, etc."
Kirk Whitehead

"I don't think the visitation
policies should be based on moral
opinion; however, there should be
some limit to visitation on the college campus."
Harvest Tucker

"Yes. If I had a daughter attending Clemson, I would much
rather have her in a dorm where
men were limited to visiting hours
since I know how these guys are,
including myself."

"I think at the age of 19-20, we
as college students know or should
know the difference between right
and wrong. I have faith in the
morality of today's youth. We
should not be denied liberal visitation rights."

Matt Marcenelle

Kim Rooney

University parking problems don't discriminate
by James Williams
graduate student in English

commentary

Pardon me while I complain.
I learned a valuable lesson the other
day, a lesson about bureaucracies in
general. You see, I did my
undergraduate work at the University
of Texas at Austin, where the
enrollment last fall exceeded 53,000
students. In a place like that, one
would expect The Powers That Be not
to have the least bit of concern for the
little people (read: students). One
reason I came to Clemson was to
escape the endless, mindless, careless
adherence to rules and regulations as if
they had been graven in stone. I might
as well have stayed home.
The Story: I drove to Fike to play
racquetball on Monday, March 13. I
usually park in commuter parking
lots—lowly grad students must fight
for parking with the rest of you. I
turned onto Williamson Road to search
for a spot when, lo and behold, there
appeared a spot in the lot at Fike's
very door. Well, not being one to pass
up opportunities, I pulled into the
space after (here's the important part),
AFTER I looked for some sign that
would tell me that this parking lot was
too good for my likes. I saw no such
sign, assumed that this was an
extension of the commuter parking
that lines Williamson and proceeded
into Fike to be soundly trounced at the
hands of a vicious Instructor.

The Plot Thickens: I came out some
two hours later to find greetings from
the Clemson "Police" affixed to my
car. What had I done to deserve such
attention from our Brothers in Blue, I
asked myself. I'd always been
fastidious in my attention to rules and
regulations (flashbacks to UT). For
some minutes I searched the surrounding
area for some indication of my transgression. Finally I found The
Sign—"Employee Parking Only"
blazed fiercely, black on white. The
only problem was that the sign was
hidden behind a dumpster! A sign at
the entrance to a parking lot hidden
behind a dumpster, you ask in
disbelief, surely you jest. Well, I do
not pretend to lead you astray in the
retelling of my woeful misadventure
(and don't call me Shirley).
I was sure there had been some
mistake. After all, universities such as
Clemson are renowned for their
fairness, their attention to the needs
and concerns—the very well-being—of
their students. I'll just take this over to
the "Police" station, tell them what
happened and be on my merry way, I
said to myself, Justice will be served.
Wrong.

I went into the "Police" station and
told them I'd like to appeal the ticket
they had given me, so they steered me
into a makeshift courtroom with a
Wapner-esque "Judge" at the bench. I
listened for several minutes to the sorry
parade of cases that he adjudicated
before my case was called. Sir, I said
to him, an error has been committed as
pertains to Truth, Justice and the
American way. Once more, was his
reply, but this time, try it in English. I
rendered my tale unto him and awaited
the sure dismissal of my ticket, for that
could be the only just outcome to this
whole sordid affair. The only reply
that I got was that it couldn't hurt me
to walk the extra 50 yards from the
commuter lots to Fike—I wanted
exercise, didn't I? Ten dollars, next
case.
But wait, I protested, what about the
dumpster? What about Truth? What
about Justice? What about Mom,
apple pie and baseball? They could not
seriously expect me to pay the ticket
when the sign was hidden from sight,
could they? They could and they did
(or do, as I have yet to pay the ticket).
That is not our responsibility, I was
told, We've been after the Physical
Plant for weeks to move that
dumpster. Weeks? They knew about
the problem for weeks and continued
to write tickets anyway? The "Judge"
gave me a knowing smile and called
the next case.

James H. Williams
The Moral of the Story: Collusion?
Conspiracy? Maybe. Injustice
certainly. I thought that I had left all
that crap back in Texas. I thought I
had come to a place where people were
not afraid to admit they had wronged
you and were willing—nay, eager—to
right that wrong. I thought I had come
to a place where insipid rules would
not factor into decisions about what is
just and what is not. I found that
where I had left and where I had come
were, to an extent, one in the same. I
had come to the University of Texas at
Clemson.

Tiger Town Tavern tradition to come to an end
Letters
letters
policy

I feel like I have been zapped
in time to WWI. The Nazis are
marching through downtown
Clemson. Our way of life is
being changed before our eyes,
and we have little or no say so;
the leaders of this movement are
trying to dictate our morals and
lifestyle by removing "temptation." I am mad and I am
scared. I am writing this
because I want the students to
know how much control Max
Lennon and the Clemson City
Council are attempting to exert
over our lives.
Many know that Tiger Town
Tavern is being forced to close.
A twelve-year tradition is being
removed from our grasp. The
livelihood of the owners is being
taken from them. I fear that
many do not understand the
reasoning behind this colossal
act.
Have you noticed a trend going on in Clemson? Let me
make you a list: dry rush,
regulated amounts of alcohol at
parties, the University officials
checking for liquor or "excessive"
amount of beer at parties, dry

Greek Day. Let's face it—one
of the first things Pres. Lennon
did when he moved in was
remove the bar from the President's house. If Mr. Lennon
does not wish to drink alcohol
that is his prerogative, just as it
is my prerogative to drink
alcohol if I wish to. Neither
position is to be applauded or
criticized. However, it is becoming apparent that "the powers
that be" are trying to remove
our right to choose whether to
consume alcohol or not.
This is where the city of
Clemson, oh so coincidentally,
enters the picture. The City
Council is planning to take up
the lease on the TTT building.
This 85 year old building is
worth approx. $250,000; it is
presently rented for $2.50 a
square foot. The city plans to
take up the lease for $7.00 a
square foot and remodel it into
office spaces; they in turn plan
to rent it out for $10.00 a square

foot. Several carpenters I have
spoken to assure me it will take
a bottom figure of at least
$300,000 to turn this building
into office spaces. This means
the city is restoring this
building, which they do not
own, to an approx. worth of
$550,000, and they will in turn
pay the owner of the building
approx. $56,000 a year in rent.
The city does say they intend to
rent the office spaces out for
$10.00 a square foot, which will
make money for the city.
However, who is going to rent
this building for three times
what it is going for now, considering the fact that the
employees of and visitors to
these offices will have no place
to park their cars? I am assuming that the only business
around that can afford or needs
this space is C.U. Convenient,
huh?
Since the seizure of TTT does
not seem to be a big money
marker for the city, what could
be other possible reasons for
wanting this building? Could it
be to get a drinking establishment out of town? Does the

phrase "out of walking convenience for students" mean
anything to you? I see a pattern
forming. I think the city and
the University are working
together. They want all of the
bars out of downtown for
several reasons. Maybe they
think the city will be cleaner
without all the students and
walking traffic dropping trash
on the sidewalks.
I have a better solution: instead of fining people for fake
I.D.'s, ban under-age consumption of alcohol every weekend,
put them on community service,
and let them pick up trash.
Possibly a stronger reason for
cleaning out the bars is to improve the moral standards of
the student population and
deter students from consuming
alcohol.
I hate to inform the "powers
that be" in this area, but they
are not going to stop college
students from drinking alcohol.
They will go to the bars no matter where they are. It is a right
see Letters, page six

The Tiger welcomes
commentaries and brief letters on
all subjects from its readers.
Each letter and commentary
must be typed double-spaced and
include the telephone number,
address and signature of its
author.
No more than three names will
be run as the authors of a letter,
and group bylines are not
acceptable. The names of
authors may be withheld from
published letters at the request of
the author and at the discretion
of the editorial editor.
Please send letters and
commentaries to the attention of
the editorial editor, The Tiger,
Box 2097, Clemson, S.C.
29632-2097, or bring them by the
offices at suite 906 of the
University Union. Letters should
be received no later than 1 p.m.
Wednesday prior to publication.
All letters and commentaries Y
submitted to The Tiger become'
the property of this newspaper
and will not be returned.
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Letters
from page five

of all persons 21 years old and it
happens to be a big part of the
social college lifestyle. The only
thing the city will be accomplishing is to force students
to drive to bars if they choose to
go, and they will go. By removing the bars from walking
distance to campus the "powers
that be" are putting a serious
risk into the lives of students
and local residents.
Moral standards cannot be
legislated. Drinking alcohol,
which, by the way, is still legal
for persons 21 years old, will
not be stopped. I do not care
how many trees are planted
or buildings painted by
the "Downtown Revitalization
Committee." Clemson is not
going to be a quaint little ice
cream parlor, Mayberry-type
village. It is a college town
which serves first and foremost
the needs of the student population and local residents.
Residents of Clemson who do
not care about losing a bar will
certainly care about their taxes
being raised to pay for this proposed venture. The bottom line
is that this town exists and
grows due to the college, which
exists and grows due to student
enrollment. Being an American
means one has the right to
choose or refuse certain things.
If students are not given the
right to choose, they may in the
future refuse to attend Clemson.

Senate has
leaders
This letter is in response to
"Senate Needs Leaders" and
"Senate Overturns Honoraria
Veto." The facts need to be
"straightened out" as they are
grossly incorrect in "Senate
Needs Leaders."
The First fact: Senators are
presently elected from oncampus and off-campus precincts,
and it is their duty to hold two
constituency meetings per
month for their precinct.
The second fact: Senators are
removed from the Senate if they
miss more than three meetings
in a semester.
The third fact: Legislation is
in several forms; Resolutions
Bills, Rules Amendments, and
Constitutional Amendments. It
was Resolution 88/89-43 that
dealt with the removal of
rodents from Johnstone, not a
Bill. A Bill is used to change
what is in the Student Handbook or to propose new law.

The fourth fact: "Fashion
Report on CH. 21" was not in
resolution form, rather a SUGGESTION. This is not a recogCynthia M. Biggerstaff nized piece of legislation.
The fifth fact: EVERY
Senator is required to attend
the Fall Student Government
Retreat, held this past year in
October. This is leadership
experience. Three Senators

Dean
Amacher

threatens

attended the University of
South Carolina's Student
Leadership Training Con-

LINGEFELT TIRES, <3&
WRECKER SERVICE &
PAWN SHOP

JTuoo^**"

ference. Two Senate officials
attended the American Association of University Students convention at the University of
Alabama.

CLEMSON BLVD.
PENDLETON, SC 29670
We loan money on anything of value.
Trained and experienced mechanics on duty 9 to 5:30.
Domestic and Foreign Cars
803-646-7424 (DAY) • 803-646-9266 (NIGHT)

The sixth fact: The student
body suggestion box and Student Government hotline are in
place. The hotline number is
4226.
The seventh fact: The idea
about re-apportionment did not
come from the University of
South Carolina, rather the
University of Southern California.
It was not only the Cabinet trip
to Los Angeles, but also consultation with other institutions
across the nation that led the
Senate to pass this bill.
In the Seante report, page 6,
Arthur Schirmer reports that
the Honoraria Special Funding
Bill's veto was overturned by
the Senate. This is incorrect, it
was the Campaign Rules Bill
that was overturned. It is also
very interesting to note that Mr.
Schirmer has NEVER attended
a constituency meeting in his
preccinct, Jonestone F. For his
information, his Senators are
Dennis McGreal and Craig
Shipman. We, the members of
the Student Senate, strive to
effectively and efficiently represent you; however we must have
your input and you need to attend your constituency meetings
or at least contact your Senator.

Head Hunters
'HNRSTYUST5'
Victoria Square
(Near Mazzio's)

654-2599
Alexander's

Clemson Office Products
Victoria Square
Drafting Supplies, Computer
Supplies, and Typewriter Ribbons
Great Selection of Portfolios
for Job Interviews!
Locally Owned & Operated—
Friendly Service • Special Orders Welcome

654-6396
George Edward Bell, Jr.

DON'T MISS OUR

Si nine Library

Italian Buffet

I recently learned from a
reliable source that Dean
Amacher is considering closing
Sirrine Library (a library which
has been located in Sirrine Hall
for 36 years). Why? Because of
needed office space! How can
he even think of doing this? Sirrine Library is one of the few
places on campus a person can
go to study where it is still quiet.
Have you ever been to the main
library to study? It is impossible. The main library has
become a "social hall."
Sirrine Library is also very
convenient for students who
have most of their classes in the
College of Commerce and Industry. Here, they can find a lot
of problems, tests, and textbooks their professors have put
on reserve for their classes.
They could have chosen to put
their material in the main
library reserve collection, but
instead, they chose Sirrine
Library. And the main reason is
because of its location and easy
accessability.
The library also houses many
tax services such as Commerce
Clearing House and Prentice
Hall that are frequently used by
faculty members as well as students. Let's face it, Sirrine
Library is more practical and
much more convienent for
everyone involved. Why destroy
something that works so well?
If more office space is needed,
why not remove some of the
textile machinery located on the
bottom floor? Please, dean
Amacher, think this over very
carefully before making your
final decision.

atChanelo's

—Rose Ellen Davis

every Monday & Tuesday
5 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

All
The Pizza — Spaghetti

360 College Ave.
Clemson, S.C.

Lasagna — Salad Bar — Iced Tea
U-Can Eat
$4.00 per person plus tax

654-6990

James Gregory
ff

VV

Tuesday, April 4
Tillman Auditorium
8 p.m.
Tickets $2 at door
Sponsored by Residence Hall Association
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Verne H ouse appointed

THE STUDENT ALUMNI COUNCIL
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO

by Adrienne Aucoin
staff writer
Vern W. House has been appointed by the University to be
the director of the Palmetto
Leadership project, a $2.2 million program that utilizes the
University's resources to train
leaders and speed development
of rural communities in South
Carolina.
In addition to coordinating
the program, which is being
financed by the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation and the University,
House's duties include helping
people to identify and solve

rural problems.
The first phases of the threeyear program are in effect in
four pilot counties: Abbeville,
Dillon, Kershaw and Saluda. At
the end of the first phase, the
program will be extended into
other South Carolina counties.
Ultimately the program will be
used as a national model.
House earned degrees in agricultural economics from the
University of Wyoming and
Washington State University.
Previously he has worked as a
public affairs specialist with the
Montana State University Extension Service.

FOUNDER'S DAY
PRAYER SERVICE
APRIL 6
ST. PAUL'S
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
PENDLETON, SC
5 P.M.
BE PART OF AN AUTHENTIC PRAYER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE LIFE AND TIMES
OF THOMAS G. CLEMSON

Vern House

Sponsored by the Student Alumni Council

Budget appropriations bill passed
by Arthur Schirmer
editorial editor
Jane Mclachlan, Student
Body Treasurer, presented the
1989-90 Budget Appropriations
Bill to the Student Senate. The
bill underwent several questions
and an attempted appeal, which
was nullified.

student senate

Jim Lindsey, assistant director
of Student Services; Jane

The bill was accepted as written by the finance committee,
which is composed of Susan
Ainsley, Organizations and Affairs chairperson; Ed Bell,
Senate pro-tempore; Missy
Jenkins, executive assistant;

Mclachlan, Student Body treasurer;

Jeff Snell,

Senate

member-at-large; Michelle
Toney, Student Body vicepresident; and Penny Jagers,
alternate from Student Senate.

See this fi
It means we need help. Call 2150

The Clemson University Chapter
of Blue Key National Honor
Fraternity would like to congratulate
its 1989 Spring Pledge Class.
John Boylston
Stuart Latimer
Tricia Lee
Jackie O'Brien
Shea Powell
Sandra Reid

Kelley Ritter
Missy Schwartz
Sandra Simpson
Mark Stoerker
Gene Weston
Patrick Wethington

■

ATT A

Looking For A "Health"y Elective?

n r

Consider one (or more) of the Health courses being offered
during the Fall semester
HLTH298 Health Maintenance
3cr.
Sec. 1 9:30-10:45 T TH
Sec. 2 11-12:45 T TH
Sec. 3 12:30-1:45 T TH
Study of good health practices. Emphasis on lifestyles and measures
of health.
HLTH 310 Women's Health
Sec. 1 12:30-1:45 T TH

Beat the Clock!

3cr

Exploration of the specific health needs of women, with emphasis on
understanding and prevention of problems of women's health.

HLTH 320 Men's Health
Sec. 1 9:30-10:45 T TH

3cr.

Exploration of the specific health maintenance needs of men, with
emphasis on understanding and prevention of problems of men's
health.

HLTH 410/610 Concepts of the Health
of Children
Sec. 1 4-6:30 TH

3cr.

If you love Hot, Fresh Domino's Pizza® then you'll
love this!
Just call Monday through Thursday from 6 p.m. to
9 p.m. and order your favorite large 16" one-topping
pizza and say, "I want the Beat The Clock Special!"
Whatever time is on our clock is the only price you
pay! You save money no matter when you call!

Call Us!
654-3082
384-2 College Ave.

Focus on the examination of health problems commonly occurring in
children. Emphasis on preventive measures and health promotion.

HLTH 498/698 Health Problems in
Contemporary Society
Sec. 1 11-12:15 T TH

3 cr.

^ ^ ^.
5^i Si
Coca-Cola* classic
12oz. cans... 55$.
(Tax included)

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL
1)
( ft
9
•_

b
XN

Just call and order a
medium 12" one-topping
pizza for only $5.00!

oH

Examines the relationship between unhealthy lifestyles and future
health. Determines ways to alter personal risk factors to decrease likelihood of alterations in health.

For just $1.02, plus tax, add
another topping of your choice.
Tax included. Offer good Sunday thru Thursday after 10 p.m.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00.

Sign up for these courses now at preregistration, April 3-12, 1989.

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer.
Limited delivery area. ©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

,\\\\\\\\\\
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THOMAS GREEN CLEMSON

FIELD DAY TODAY
BAND MANIA
(3-10 p.m.)

1--THE NEIGHBORHOODS
2--MOJA NYA
3--THE TOLL
4--DRIVIN' ANDCRYIN'
|
TICKETS: $5 PER PERSON
INCLUDES ADMISSION TO THE FIELD AND ALL FOUR BANDS.
MAY BE PURCHASED AT THE GATE.

ALSO - - - From 3 to 6 p.m.

CARNIVAL GAMES

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY
CENTENNIAL

BY STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

10<p PER GAME
WIN POINTS FOR AUCTION AT 6 P.M
THEN ... At 7 p.m.

AUCTION OF PRIZES
USE THE POINTS YOU EARNED FROM THE
CARNIVAL GAMES TO BID ON OUR PRIZES.
PRIZES INCLUDE TV, VCR, DINNER GIFT
CERTIFICATES FOR ALL YOUR FAVORITE
RESTAURANTS, AND MANY MORE GREAT
ITEMS FROM LOCAL BUSINESSES.
CONCESSIONS BY DELTA SIGMA PI
ON THE INTRAMURAL FIELD ACROSS FROM FIKE

PRIZES SPONSORED BY
ATHLETIC DEPT./IPTAY
BASH RIPROCK'S
BELL'S JEWELERS
DOMINO'S PIZZA
HOLIDAY INN
JUDGE KELLER'S STORE
LOS HERMANOS
M. H. FRANK LTD.
PERFECT IMAGE
PIXIE & BILL'S
RJ'S
STUDENT BOOK STORE
SUB STATION II
SUBWAY
TCBY
TD'S
TRENDS
TROPICAL TANNING
CENTER, INC.
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Tavern

Write news,
features,
entertainment
or sports.

from page one

tenant is trying to put the city in
the middle, and that's totally
ridiculous," said Helsell.
There are rumors that have
been floating around that all of
the bars in the downtown area
would be closed. Helsell replied
that "there is no effort to close
any businesses downtown."
There is, however, "a program that involves improvements, that include store fronts,
sidewalks, landscaping and attracting retail stores," said
Helsell.
There are rumors that there is
a "grand scheme" to make the
city "dry." Helsell replied defen-

sively, "There is no grand
scheme to make the city dry;
there is no scheme, period."
Other rumors speculate that
the annexation between the city
and the University could be a
factor. City officials said that
the University played no role in
the downtown revitalization.
The fact remains that Tiger
Town Tavern could be closed in
July if the city signs the lease.
The issues of the ordeal will
be discussed at the next City
Council meeting. The meeting
will be held on Monday, April 21,
at 7 p.m. at the Clemson Police
Department on Highway 123.

The focal point of the weekend will be the cornerstone replacement ceremony. The cornerstone of Tillman Hall will be
put back into place containing a
new stainless-steel time capsule.
Inside the capsule will be four

of the 1988-1989 student body
taken on Bowman Field; a student ID; a copy of The Tiger, a
button from an 1893 cadet uniform, the original cadet class;
and a button from a 1955 cadet
uniform, the last cadet class.

essays on "My Town, My Time
and Me," by four public high
school students; a photograph

Other events such as the
Orange and White game, a mass
hot-air balloon ascension and a

baseball game versus University
of South Carolina are also
scheduled. Before the baseball
game, the new baseball stadium
will be dedicated. Following the
baseball game will be a fireworks display.
The ROTC and the College of
Forestry and Recreation Resources will also hold activities
this weekend.

space. The unused office space
will be subleased for $10 per
square foot.
Marshall Feimster, one of the
owners, replied, "It would have
been fair if we would have been
given the opportunity to bid
against the city, but we didn't
even know about it until last
week."
When asked why weren't they
(the tenants) notified that the
city was pursuing it, City Administrator Charles Helsell
replied, "It's the owner's responsibility to contact them [the
tenants].
"This is a matter between the
owner and the tenant, and the

Cornerstone
from page one

Call 2150.

HOW TO
ENRICH
YOUR EDUCATION
BY$1,200
A MONTH.

The Tiger* meets at 8 p.m. Sunday
in 906 of the Union. Join us.

If you're a math, engineering or physical nuclear reactor and propulsion plant
sciences major, you could be earning
technology.
$1,200 a month during your junior and
As a Navy officer, you'll lead the
senior years.
adventure while gaining high-level expeThis excellent opportunity is part of rience that will help make you a leader in
the Navy Nuclear Propulsion Officer
one of the world's high-tech industries.
Candidate Program. It's one of the most
In addition to the professional
prestigious ways of entering the nuclear advantages, nuclear-trained officers get
an unbeatable benefits package,
field-and rewarding, too. You get a
$4,000 bonus" upon entrance into the
travel opportunities, promotions and
program, and $2,000 more when you
a solid salary.
Find out more about the Na\y'
complete your Naval studies.
Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate
You also receive a year of paid
Program, and make your education start
graduate-level training that's the most
comprehensive in the world. And you'll paving off todav. Call Naw Manageacquire expertise with state-of-the-art
ment Programs: 1-800-922-2135.
Navy Recruiting District
1835 Assembly Street
P.O. Box 2711
Columbia, SC 29202-2711
r

NAVY^OFFICER.

LEAD THE ADVENTURE.

—

Brand-new Apartments
for rent available
Aug. 1
Call 653-7717
654-2412
6544444
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Geographer speaks
on southern landscape
by Billy Stein
staff writer
Geographer John Winberry
spoke on Symbols in the
Southern landscape Wednesday
evening in Hardin Auditorium.
The lecture was presented as a
part of the College of Liberal
Arts' geography speaker series.
Winberry began by offering
definitions of his major concepts: landscape, symbol, and
the South.
Landscape, he said, "refers
to those things which you can
see on the surface of the earth
... that give character [and]
identify to a place." Also, they
"can tell us information about a
place."
"A symbol," he said, "is
something that simply stands
for or represents something
else." It is "basically tied to
communication," and it "includes symbols which convey information [and] tell us
something about the society
which has created it."
Winberry proceeded to
characterize the South in terms
of two themes, continuity and
change.
First, he pointed out that
there is a continuity with tradition. "The past is something
that very much characterizes
.. .the South," he said.
As for change, it "has
brought about some remarkable
transformations of the landscape, though not every part of
the South has undergone the
period of modernization.
Winberry added that the landscape of today represents a
"process of homogenization,"
one that "has made the South

nautica
CO

nautica

like the rest of the country."
"This," he said, "is where the
concern starts to manifest
itself."
Winberry went on to talk
about several landscape expressions of Southern continuity,
and he focused on two in particular, kudzu and the Confederate monument. Both, he
said, "have only been around
for a hundred or so years,... but
they have come to symbolize the
South." However, he contended, they have both undergone
substantial changes in their
meaning.
Winberry traced the South's
experience with kudzu historically. Kudzu came over from
Japan in the late nineteenth
century, and it was first used as
an ornamental plant. In the early twentieth century it began to
be used as nutritious pasturage.
Its most significant increase in
proliferation, though, came
with the New Deal programs of
the thirties. Kudzu was planted
to prevent the loss of topsoil. It
was called "the miracle vine"
due in large part to its versatility. By the fifties, though, "it
was beginning to decline in importance," Winberry said, since
"certain parts of the
agricultural economy were
disappearing." "Kudzu no
longer symbolized hope," he
added. Instead, it represented
bad memories of the Depression
years, and it has come to be
reviled.
Next, Winberry examined the
Confederate monument. The
monuments first began to appear in cemeteries in the 1870s
in an attempt to memorialize
the individuals who fought in
the Civil War. These normally

nautica

nautica

Write
news for us.

Call 4006.
Hours:
M-Th 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
F
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sa
10a.m.-2p.m.

John Winberry
involved a column with an urn
at the top. After 1895, though,
the form was modified. The
monuments began to be found
more often in cities and towns,
usually on courthouse squares.
Most were topped by a generic
soldier in a "classic pose."
Winberry argued that the
monument was originally a
political symbol, one which was
manifested by populism as well
as concern about breaking up
the white vote, for it was, after
all, something that was reserved
to the white experience. He
went on to say that it no longer
plays that symbolic role. Instead, it has been "depoliticized
.. .to a sense of history."
Ironically, Winberry pointed
out, the Confederate flag has
gone in the opposite direction.
It once represented discipline,
honor and courage, but in the
sixties it "became politicized,"
coming to symbolize a rejection
of law.
Winberry is professor of
geography at the University of
South Carolina, and he is editor
of the Journal Southeastern
Geographer.
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Located between the Armory and the Plez U

COLLEGE GRADUATES
Put your education to work—become a
a

Lawyer's Assistant »
The Career for the 90's

at The National Center for Paralegal Training
• Oldest and largest graduate level ABA-approved
program in the Southeast
• Employment assistance—over 1,000 employers in 38
states have hired our graduates
• 3 month day program with housing available
• 7 month evening program
• Diversified Curriculum—specialize in Litigation,
Corporations, or Real Estate and Probate—including
"Computers in the Practice of Law"

Meet with our representative
Monday, April 3, 9:00 - 5:00
at the College Placement Office
The National Center for Paralegal Training
5414 Peachirec Rd, NE Atlanta, GA 30526

Please send me information about a career as a Lawyer's Assistant
Name
Address
City
State
Zip
College
Yr. Grad.
Phone: DAY L
. EVENING L
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PHYSICS 122-SOLUTIONS MANUAL
CLIFF NOTES—Flowers: Complete
Preparation for MCAT
BARRON'S TEST PREPARATION:
ACT ASVAB CLEP GMAT
GRE MCAT NCLEX-RN
NTE SAT
TIGER DATE BOOK—Good through
2nd Summer Session—$2 each
CORDURA BOOK BAG & TEE
TO BE AUCTIONED AT FIELD DAY,
FRIDAY, MARCH 31.
NATIONAL SWEEPSTAKES
BUY BACK
May 1—5 p.m.
May 6 — 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Buying regularly Monday-Friday, 9-5.
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Appeal
from page 1

the Supreme Court could have
reacted a little sooner; I don't
guess they realize that the candidates have tests and papers
due, just like other students.
The election does put a lot of

strain on the candidates.
The major question is: Was
the appeal really necessary?
Vince Matthews seems to think
so. His major reason behind
this was "because there was only

a difference of five votes to
determine the run-off election,
and I think that the allegations
could have made a difference;
the technicalities could have
made a difference."

Elections
from page 1

Llewwllyn Rembert, William
Willis, and Matthew Wilson.
The run-off elections will be
held on Tuesday, April 4, from

8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Norris Hall, Calhoun Courts,
The poll locations are as
follows: the Loggia, Harcombe Outdoor Theater, Clemson
Dining Hall, Cooper Library, House, and Riggs Hall.

"The Tiger" is looking for an
entertainment editor, features editor

IN TIME FOR
THE CENTENNIAL
HISTORY 100
HIGHER EDUCATION
AND CLEMSON
FALL SEMESTER 1989
TAUGHT BY
DR. JERRY REEL
WEDNESDAYS
FROM 4:40 UNTIL 5:30
1 HOUR CREDIT

and assistant news editor.
Call 2150 for information

ORDER YOUR OFFICIAL

CLASS RING

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

JOIN THE TRADITION'
CLEMSON BOOKSTORE

Class of 1989 and 1990
Order Your Official Clemson Ring
Wednesday, April 12
Clemson Bookstore • 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

$20 Deposit

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Come see
April Fool's
Rugby
tomorrow

Last Ring Day This Year!

n
H HERFF JONES

T.O.N.I.G.HT
(FRIDAY, MARCH 31)

COME OUT AND HEAR
THE

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE
JAZZ ENSEMBLE

on the
Rugby
field.

TILLMAN AUDITORIUM
8 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION
SPONSORED BY THE BLACK AWARENESS COMMITTEE
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Columnist
to speak

Canola workshop
scheduled

by Kell L. Walker
staff writer
Syndicated columnist and
political analyst Mark Shields
will speak Tuesday, April 4 at
8 p.m. in Lyles Hall Auditorium, Lee Hall. The topic of his
lecture is "Poli ics 1989: How
We Got Here * nd Where We
Might Be Headed."
Shields is a Washington
Post columnist and a principal
political analyst for the
MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour
on PBS. He has covered national elections and conventions for both CBS Television
News and NBC Television
News. He has also been a guest
analyst on Nightline and the
Phil Donahue Show. His radio
commentaries on American
life and politics are heard
weekly on ABC Washington.
Shields, who has managed political campaigns from courthouses to the White House in
38 states, is also the author of

Mark Shields

"On the Campaign Trail," a
book about the 1984 campaign.
He has taught classes on American politics and the press at
Harvard University and the
Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.
A reception will immediately
follow the lecture in Lee Hall
Gallery. Admission to the address is free and the public is
invited to attend.

On April 6, the University's
Edisto Research and Education
Center in Blackville, South
Carolina will he hosting a
workshop on the oilseed crop,
canola. The workshop, which
will run from 9:30 a.m. until
4:00 p.m.-, is being held in order
to show South Carolina farmers
all aspects of the plant ranging
from production to marketing.
Representatives from Clemson
University, University of
Georgia and the United States
Department of Agriculture are
scheduled to speak.
The resident director of the
Center, James R. Hill, says that
more than 50 different varieties
are currently being tested at
Blackville. He hopes that in the
future canola will be introduced
as a new crop in South Carolina
and Georgia, thereby further
diversifying the agriculture in
the Southeast.

ding officer of Fort Jackson in
Columbia.

The Army and Air Force will
hold its annual ROTC week
activities. The week-long
festivities will begin Friday,
March 31 and continue until
April 7.

On April 1, the Air Force
cadets will sit in block seating
for the Orange-White game,
while two cadets will parachute
into the stadium, carrying the
Clemson flag and the game ball.

The major event, a Military
Ball, will kick-off the week starting at 7:30 p.m. at the Ramada
Inn in Clemson. Featured
speaker will be Major General
George M. Krausz, comman-

Monday, there will be an
open house for faculty members
and students on the third floor
of Tillman from 4-5:30 p.m.
Also on Monday and Tuesday,
there will be an independent Air

Force art display in the Loggia.
On April 5, the Air Force
specialty theatre van will be
parked in front of the Loggia
and the South Carolina
Highway Department "Convincer" will be in the Loggia.
ROTC week will come to a
conclusion on Friday, April 6,
as a joint Army and Air Force
formal parade and flag raising
takes place on Bowman Field
at 3:45 p.m. Retired Major
General Hugh Clausen will
review the parade.

SKYDIV£

ITS SAFE
IT'S FUN
FLY|NG T|QER
Jim Burriss
SPORT PARACHUTE CENTER
Eric Barnhill
843-2151
Oconee County Airport
882-1928
Please call for Reservations. Classesareforming NOW!

The Clemson Black Alumni Council
(CBAC) Cordially Invites All Black
Undergraduate and Graduate
Students to the CBAC Annual
Meeting on Saturday, April 1.
Palmetto Ballroom
9 to 9:30
Continental Breakfast
9:30 to 11:30 CBAC Meeting
For More Information, Contact the
Alumni Office at 656-2345.
The Clemson Black Alumni Council
(CBAC) and the Alumni Association
Cordially Invite All Graduating Black
Seniors to a Reception in Their Honor.
Saturday, April 1
President's Box
Clemson Memorial Stadium
6 to 7:30 p.m.
Reservations required by calling the
Alumni Office at 656-2345.

MYRTLE BEACH

DON'T MISS OUR

SPRING CONDOMINIUM SPECIAL

Italian Buffet

$

48

N
I
X
E

Available Options
• Pools • Private Balconies
• Elevator • Microwaves
'Fireplaces • 2&3BR

Steps 6 • Trm May 5, W • Oceanfront
aval .• Easter same price • Larger units avail

Floyd fit Stewart

TO

April Special
Free Second Jump! Call Today.
Train and Jump the Same Day.

by Mark Ferguson
staff writer

Week-long ROTC activities start tonight
by David Reid
news editor

LEARN

atChanelo's
every Monday & Tuesday
5 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

Rentals & Sales «640-BHwy
17 South., Surfside Beach, SC

1-800-334-6671
SC Call 803-238-1457

All
The Pizza — Spaghetti

360 College Ave.
Clemson, S.C.

Lasagna — Salad Bar — Iced Tea
U-Can Eat
$4.00 per person plus tax

654-6990

Don't
Discover the advantages of oVming at Daniel Square.
Call REALTY WORLD-Carolina Real Estate-654-6202, 392 College Ave.

forget
Bandmania
today
from
3-10 p.m.

CLASSIC CONDOMINIUMS IN THE CLEMSON TRADITION

Clemson's newest condominium community offers
attractive and affordable 2-bedroom townhouses and
flats adjacent to Clemson House.
Elinor Baron
654-4602

GET
SMART

Invest your rent into
a condominium
you can own!

i Monica Zielinski — Broker in Charge i

Jane Brown
653-5206
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
The Clemson Chapter of the Student National Education Assocation will hold a meeting on April 10
at 4:30 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium. Featured will be a guest
speaker on the certification process
for teachers.
The Clemson University Equestrian Team is now recruiting new
members for the fall semester. We
need all levels of experience in
horsemanship, including no experience, but all individuals must
have a strong desire to learn. For
more information, call Walter Earle
at 656-5157 or Matt Payne at
656-7694.
APRIL
FOOL'S
DAY
MASSACRE, Clemson's second
annual Rugby Invitational Tournament, will take place April 1-2.
Matches begin 10 a.m. Sunday. The
fields are located next to the
baseball fields. EVERYONE is invited to come out and cheer for the
Tigers!
CEC dinner meeting Sunday,
April 2, 5 p.m. at Western Sizzlin'.
Election of new officers and symposium details will be discussed.

TypeRight
Typing Service
• Laser Printing
• Applications

The Monday section of the
UPSTATE GREAT BOOKS DISCUSSION GROUP will meet on
April 17, the Thursday section on
April 20. Both meetings will be held
in the conference room of the
Seneca Library, and will begin at
7:30 p.m.
Looking for a fraternity, sorority
or student organization that would
like to make $500-$1000 for a oneweek on-campus marketing project.
Must be organized and hardworking. Call Jill and Corine at
1-800-592-2121.
Overeaters Anonymous, O.A.,
meets every Thursday from 7 until
8 p.m. in the library of the Holy
Trinity Episcopal Church. Anyone
who has the desire to stop eating
compulsively is welcomed with
open arms!

classifieds
Experience the islands on Hilton
Head Island. Beaufort County
School District will host a job fair
April 27-28 for all prospective
teachers. Lodging and meals will be
provided at no cost for the first 50
applicants. Reservations must be
made by April 3 to the Personnel
Office at 803-524-2660.

Best buy in town for off-campus
housing. Condo-type mobile
homes. Two large bedrooms with
bath in each. Spacious kitchen and
den. Fully furnished with air conditioning. Ample insulation, low
utilities for $300/mo./unit. Call
654-4934. Other mobile homes
$150/mo./unit. Summer school
and fall rental available. Located
one-quarter mile from campus. Call
today!
The reading selection for these
meetings is Karl Marx's essay on
"Alienated Labor."
These discussions are sponsored
by The Friends of the Library. For
further information call either
Katherine Griswold, at 944-1033, or
Betty Weideman, at 944-1190.
Summer Job Opportunities:
openings guaranteed in your hometown. Full time $500-$1000 a week.
Part time $500-$ 1000 a month.
Learn direct marketing, organizational and management skills. Must
apply early. Call 654-9628 or
654-6204.
National marketing firm seeks
ambitious student to manage oncampus promotions for top national companies this school year.
Flexible hours with earning potential to $2500. Call 1-800-932-0528,
ext. 27.

Government homes from $1000.
"U Repair." Also tax-delinquent
property. Call 805-644-9533, ext.
772, for info.

B.S.-Thanks for a wonderful
week of dancing under the stars. I
look forward to this weekend! Blue
Eyes.

Menudo—Hope you score a try
HEADING FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime on the rugby field, 'cause the other
from D.C. or N.Y.C. for $160 or field is much tougher. —TAZ
less with AIRHITCH. (As reported
in Consumer Reports, N. Y. Times,
Hobby—Thanx for letting me
News Day, Good Housekeeping,
stay
in Columbia. The "rest" was
Let's Go, and on national network
well
needed!
—TAZ
morning shows.) for details call
AIRHITCH, 212-864-2000.
Samantha and Carol—Having
fun yet? Remember, "he fell in love
Two-bedroom apartments fur- and you fell asleep ..." Tamarind
nished and unfurnished. Close to Twins
campus. Call 653-7717.
Tammy, an excellent assistant
copy
editor would be here now ...
personals
W.C.
Crazy—Just wanted to let you
know that I think you're wonderful.
And fun.—Zany

SLK—Too bad we're not
together right now. You've a hot
number and a great lover!—THEO

Old Man-Thanks for a great
weekend. I had a lot of fun. White
Woman

If only the girls knew
—DWR

Thanks Tiger staff
nothin'. —D

...

DIM—Now it's my turn to do the
for laying—TUG

Dent—How about "hoofing it"
to the nearest steak house and taking revenge on the bovine species.
—Yer Ol' Lady.

CANTELOPES—Ready for an
April Fool's—Ha!—G.N.
Hey sweetie—guess what? I'm
crazy 'bout you!—I'm not right.

66N6 matter how bad they are,
Grandma loves to hear the latest jokes.99

• Re'sume's

• Term Papers
• Letters
• CIF Forms
388-2 College Ave. 653-7901

Rock
with Moja
Nya,
The
Neighborhoods,
drivin' and
cry in'
and
The Toll

You miss her sparkling
sense <>f humor. She misses
yon and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call longdistance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. liecause it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle lietore you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone®
If you'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
sen ices, like the AT&T Gird,
call us at 1800 222-0300.

Friday night
across from
AT&T
Fike.

...

The right choice.
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CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

Three top hits from IBM
,„.« >""J, ;._..,

This offer is simply irresistible!
If it's value that counts, and it usually
does, you can't afford to miss this offer
on these IBM Personal System/2® models.
Now—at a special campus price—you
have your choice of three hit computers
with high quality graphics to help you
organize your class notes and write and
revise papers. Check it out. . . three great
computers . . . three fantastic prices! And
selected software that's loaded and ready
to go. So, come and see us today!

Model 30 286

Model 50 Z

Model 70 386

Your Special Price*

Your Special Price*

Your Special Price*

$2,639

$3,079

$4,894

* This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E21, 8558-031 or 8570-E61 on or before
June 30,1989. Prices quoted include all taxes and handling fees and are rounded to the nearest dollar. Orders are subject to availability.
IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice.
IBM Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. IBM Micro Channel Architecture is a trademark of IBM Corporation.
Microsoft is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. hDC Windows Express is a trademark of the hDC Computer Corporation.

THE MICRO CENTER
Located in the Poole Computer Center

Monday-Friday
9 am - 4 pm

March 31, 1989
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Featu res
Pow! Wham! Oof!

k Batmania sweeping nation
by Andrew Cauthen
editor in chief
Superman may be faster than
a speeding bullet, and Batman
may be able to deliver a POW!
to the likes of the Joker, but
both of these superheroes are
powerless against one woman:
Jennifer Kahn.
No, she is not the star of a
new comic book series; Kahn is
the president and publisher of
DC Comics, which "owns all
the rights throughout the
cosmos" to Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green
Lantern, the Flash, Plastic Man
—nearly 1,000 characters in all.
Kahn spoke to about 100 listeners Monday night in Lyles
Auditorium about comic books
and mostly about Batman.
"1989 is the year of the bat.
Batmania is sweeping the country," Kahn said. She attributed
this "renaissance" to the "Batman" movie due out on June 23
and to the publishing DC Comics has been doing lately.

Kahn said the comic book industry was initiated with the introduction of Superman to the
market. The success of Superman paved the way for other
superheroes to come onto the
scene, including Batman,
Kahn's favorite superhero.

In one issue, when
faced with a villain,
Dr. Hugo Strange,
Batman says, "As much
as I hate to take human
life, I'm afraid this
time it is necessary."
Batman, who was "born" in
1939, was "a creature of the
night," Kahn said. "Superman
was a sunny and positive character."
But Batman was a suspicious,
mysterious character, always in
the shadows. His missions were

always in the "nooks and crannies of Gotham," Kahn said.
"In fact, so different were
Batman and Superman that
comic book readers usually fell
into two categories" —those
loyal to Batman and those loyal
to Superman.
Batman, in his early years,
was not quite as civilized as he is
now, Kahn said.
"Batman, in the beginning,
did not hesitate to take out
crooks," she said.
In early issues of the Batman
series, he "strangled evildoers,
he delivered neck-breaking
kicks and he let punches that
resulted in fatal falls.
"He was even, in his early
days, seen with a smoking
gun," she said.
In one issue, when faced with
a villain, Dr. Hugo Strange,
Batman says, "As much as I
hate to take human life, I'm
A hero is only as good as the
villains he defeats, like the
Joker, who Kahn described as
being Batman's "most lethal,

Contemporary art thriving
from News Services
Contemporary art is alive and well at
Clemson University thanks to the efforts of two graduate students who
presented their work on campus in a
Master of Fine Arts Thesis Exhibit
March 13-29 at the Rudolph E. Lee
Gallery.
Although Cecile Martin and
Katherine Fracasso use different
materials to create their works of art,
both share a love and enthusiasm for
art as a way of communicating with
other people. Martin enjoys working
with graphite pencil to create bold,
vibrant paintings that border on the
abstract.
In contrast, Fracasso's favorite
media are oil, charcoal and pastel. She
works with oil paints and colored
chalks to create abstract landscapes
with spiritual and emotional overtones.
Her use of color, gestural paint
strokes, and intricate line work gives
her paintings a mark of distinction.
Born in New York to a French
mother and an American father who
served in the military, Martin spent
much of her childhood traveling with
her parents. She credits her mother
with exposing her to art and music at
an early age.
"Europeans are extremely sensitive

Jennifer Kahn

afraiH this Hmf it ic n*w»ccqrv "

to art and music. Although my mother
never painted, she was fond of the Im
pressionists and had an innate response
to art and beauty," Martin said. "My
mother learned a lot about art from her
own father, who was a pianist and
painter," she added.
Martin says her impaired vision as a
child also inspired her to paint and
draw. "I've always had bad vision. For
me, drawing and painting were a way
to establish what I could see on paper
and make it real."
After graduating from high school,
she earned a B.S. in Art Education
from Kutztown University in Pennsylvania in 1969. Ironically, Martin
disliked contemporary art as an undergraduate.
"I thought It was ugly at first, but I
gradually began to realize that contemporary art was innovative and exciting,"
she said. "The key to understanding
contemporary art is paying attention to
your own emotions and how you as the
viewer react to it," she added.
Martin admits that she favors working with graphite pencil to create her
drawings. She says she likes the soft,
warm black tones of graphite drawings.
The theme of Martin's work in this
exhibition is opposition. Her drawings
and paintings convey conflicting forces
see Art, page 17

comics publisher

most important, most significant other."
After describing the Joker's

appearance, Kahn said the
villain was probably "the first
punk rock, nihilistic villain."

Botanical Garden festival set
from News Services

Concourse Botanique also will feature
educational demonstrations by local residents. Gudryn VonRecum will show
how to comb and spin wool and Joan
Geiger will demonstrate handweaving.
Paula Huesinkveld will demonstrate the
hammered dulcimer, a string instrument
played with light hammers.
Saturday's entertainment includes: a
storytelling session for children; a traditional western band, "Cow in the
Ditch"; a ballet performance by Jan
Klugh's School of Ballet; and the Clemson Recorder Society, a Baroque wind
ensemble.

The weekend of April 8 and 9 will provide the Clemson community with an excellent excuse to forego spring cleaning
another weekend—Concourse Botanique.
This festival, held at the Clemson
University Botanical Garden, is a
cultural and educational event for the
Upstate. It will be held from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. on Saturday and from noon to
6 p.m. on Sunday.
"The event will feature lectures by
noted plant authorities, performances
by local musicians, displays of local artists' work, and a chance to take in the
Yuji Kishimoto, a professor of arbeauty of the Botanical Garden in the chitecture at Clemson who is also a
spring," said David Bradshaw, director classical guitarist, and Pro Musica, a
of the Botanical Garden.
chamber orchestra from the Upstate,
Saturday morning Bradshaw will discuss organic gardening and Roy Ogle, an will perform both Saturday and Sunday.
In the case of rain, Pro Musica will perinternational authority on horticulture, form in Lyle Auditorium in Lee Hall.
will address vegetable varieties and
On Sunday afternoon The Smiths will
home gardening.
Clemson horticulturists will lead play a variety of traditional Irish music.
discussions Saturday afternoon. Ted The CU "After Six" Singers will conWhitwell will cover weeds and herbi- clude Concourse Botanique with their
cides, and John Kelly will discuss plants variety performance of nostalgic hits
with colorful foliage and flowers for the from the 1930s to the present.
yard.
Walks through the nature trail will be
House plants will be discussed by Pat led by Tom Mann on Sunday with speFulmer, professor emeritus of cial emphasis for children. Wildflower
Clemson's horticulture department. experts Betty Polk and Francis Wright
Edmond Taylor, a private businessman will be in the wildflower garden to
from Woodruff, will discuss asiatic answer questions.
lilies.
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PS/2 - top of the charts!
For a limited time, you have your choice of three IBM Personal System/2*
models at a special campus price. These PS/2 models are on the top of the
charts in quality and value. So, stop in and see us today!
PS/2 Model 30 286
The 8530-E21 includes 1 Mb
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz)
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb), 20 Mb fixed disk drive,
IBM Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft® Windows/
286, Word and hDC Windows
Express™. Software is loaded
and ready to go!

List
Price

Your
Price*

$4,437 $2,639

PS/2 Model 50 Z
The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz) processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive,
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel
Architecture™, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/386,
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express. Software is loaded and
ready to go!

$6,117 $3,079

PS/2 Model 70 386
The 8570-E61 includes 2 Mb
memory, an 80386 (16 MHz)
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb), 60 Mb fixed disk drive,
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel
Architecture, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/386,
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express. Software is loaded
and ready to go!

$8,912 $4,894

Now YOU can afford an IBM PS/2 with these great deals

and an easy monthly payment plan !
Contact The Micro Center at 656-3714 for details.

IBM Personal System/2 and PS/2 are regislered trademarks ol International Business Machines Corporation. IBM Micro Channel Architecture is a trademark ol IBM Corporation
Microsoft is a registered trademark ot the Microsoft Corporation. hDC Windows Express is • trademark ol tne hDC Computer Corporation.

• This offer is limited to qaalified student!, faculty and luff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E21, 8S5M31 or 8570-E61 on or before June 30 1989 Price onoKd i~.| A.
Jlttj.^.miversilyhandliraj tec and are rounded to tbene^a, dollar. Order, arc subject to availability. IBMmMy^a^wxh^cmy^^y^^i^^Z^

THE MICRO CENTER
Located in the Poole Computer Center

Monday-Friday
9 am - 4 pm
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CD Sale
30-50% off
including Classical and Country titles

347 COLLEGE AVE.

654-6413
Kevin Taylor/head photographer

In full bloom

Dogwood blossoms decorating the campus welcome students back from Spring
Break.

Art
from page 15

in the universe, such as good
and evil, man and woman, and
life and death. In her drawing
entitled "Lot's Daughter," based
on the biblical story, she explores the nature of good and
evil in mankind.
"I used black, white and gray
to demonstrate that good and
evil are not absolute concepts,"
she said. "No one can objectively say that certain behaviors
are good or bad. Nothing in this
world is black or white. There is
always a gray area in between,"
she added.
Martin often borrows subject
matter for her paintings and
drawings from the Bible and
Greek mythology. In her paint-

ing "Icarus," she used primary
colors of equal intensity to
create conflict, opposition and
tension. The painting is based
on the legend of Icarus, who
escaped from the island of Crete
by flying away on artificial
wings made of beeswax. According to Greek mythology, he
flew so close to the sun that the
wax melted, and he fell into the
Aegean Sea.
"In this painting, I tried to
explore the nature of good and
evil in man's search for knowledge," she said.
For Katherine Fracasso, art is
a spiritual and emotional experience. She grew up in the small,
rural community of Jedburg,
S.C. Her early childhood ex-

PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
SUBS-LASAGNA

periences of walking in the
woods to amuse herself triggered a lifelong appreciation for
nature and natural landscapes.
"I strongly believe that there
is divinity in nature. I seek to
capture the essence of nature in
my paintings," she said. "My
paintings don't feature humans,
because man has destroyed
much of the beauty in nature."
Like Martin, Fracasso also
borrows subject matter from
biblical names and locations.
"Dawn" and "Genesis" are
two pastel, charcoal and ink
drawings based on the creation
of the universe.

God calls each of us by name

654-6990
I

CLEM SON

I

EVERY MONDAY IS FREE PIZZA DAY
BUY ONE 10" PIZZA
GET 2ND 10" PIZZA

YOUR CHOICE
SAME VALUE YOUR CHOICE FREE

FREE PIZZA
Dine in—Fast Free Hot Delivery—Take Out
$3.50 Minimum Order on Campus—$6.00 Minimum Order Delivery Area
COMPARE TO ALL-THEN CALL 654-6990-AS CLOSE AS YOUR PHONE

TUESDAY'S SUB SPECTACULAR
BUY ONE F00TL0NG SUB
YOUR CHOICE
GET 2nd SUB-SAME VALUE

1/2 PRICE!

WEDNESDAY'S SUPER SAVER
MEDIUM 14" CHEESE PIZZA

$5.00
EXTRA TOPPINGS JUST $1.19 EACH
THURSDAY'S TOP VALUE
LARGE 16" CHEESE PIZZA

ONLY $6.50
EXTRA TOPPINGS JUST $1.39
PARTY WEEKEND SPECIAL
20TARTY PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Ham, Ground Beef, Green Peppers,
Canadian Bacon, Black Olives, Green Olives,
Sausage, Onions, Anchovies, Extra-Thick Crust

Isn't it time you answered His call?
v^

FRI.
SAT,
SUN

AND 4 ICE-COLD PEPSIS
ONLY

$11.99

ALL ABOVE PLUS TAX
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Entertainment
Album's success all Loc'ed up
by S. Dean Lollis
staff writer
"88 was great, but '89 is
mine," boasts Los Angeles
rapper Tone Loc on his new
Delicious Vinyl release,
Loc'ed After Dark; and for
the present, at least, he seems
to be making good on his
claim.
Loc delivers his husky voice
with a style that makes you
wake up and take notice, and
he backs that voice up with
some of the most powerful
rhythms and scratches found
on a rap album, courtesy of
DJ J. Walk. Loc seems to be
sending the message to the
rappers of New York that the
Big Apple is no longer the
reigning domain of rap and
rhyme.
The biggest single to come
off the album thus far is that
dance club favorite, "Wild
Thing," a rap that sends the
safe sex and monogamy movements running for cover.
"Wild Thing" features a
strong rhythm composed of
some Eddie Van Halen guitar
licks from some classic Van
Halen.
Reportedly after Loc emerged

Bandmania to rock University
by Michael Doyle
staff writer
This afternoon at 3:00, Clemson University celebrates its
centennial with Bandmania.
The bands performing will be
Moja Nya, a reggae band; The
Neighborhoods and drivin' and
cryin', two excellent progressive
bands, and The Toll.
The Toll are a hard-edged
progressive rock band, with a
strong emphasis on rock.
The Toll released their first
album, The Price of Progression, at the end of 1988. They
can still qualify as one of the
best new bands of 1989. They
have the sound, the ability, and
the style to provide a great
show.
The music is intensely rocking, with a pure rock 'n' roll
style. To The Toll, a keyboard
is something you find on a
piano, and they know how to
use one; but they do not need it.
Guitars, bass, drums and voices
are the instruments The Toll use
to propel their audience through
the mist of liquid energy their
music creates.
The talent of the band is obvious. They can play, write, and
arrange magnificently. Few

bands have a debut album so
well performed. Their ability
must be heard to be understood;
however, some words are rather
ineffectual.
Their style is intense. They do
not merely rock on, they surge
ahead. Judging from the photographs on the album's inner
sleeve, the have a Doors-like
style onstage. One photo shows
their singer contorting himself
in a manner to make Jim proud.
The Toll do not (at least
musically) depend upon heavy
metal posturings and cliches to be
be "hard-rocking" while doing
nothing but putting out some
wimpy guitar licks with a little
bit of speed and no talent.
The Toll rock in the classic
style. Their music is fun to listen
to, an experience rather than a
practice in hip pop culture.
They depend on what they play
and how they play it rather than
speed and makeup.
The Toll's lyrics are about the
plight of American Indian culture, how it is ignored, lost,
destroyed, and hidden. They
write about how they think the
Catholic church has bastardized
human faith, how it punishes
creativity, and how it destroys
the souls it means to protect.

If their album is indicative of
their live show, then The Toll
can be counted on to give a very
powerful performance.
drivin' and cryin' have played
Clemson before, and so their
talent should be no surprise.
They play progressive rock with
a folk edge and a country tinge,
so that listeners should be prepared for stylistic diversity and
songs that do not all sound
alike. If a few acoustic guitars
sound pleasant rather than
frightening, then drivin' and
cryin' might pique your curiousity and intrigue you.
If you like drivin' and cryin',
then you should like The
Neighborhoods. They play
straight-up college rock, with
possible punk origins, but no
punk overtones.
Moja Nya have displayed
their reggae stylings in the
Clemson area before, and they
will probably sound like they
usually do—if you liked it,
you'll still like it.
Bandmania will occur on the
intramural field across from
Fike Recreation Center from
3:00-9:00 tonight, so take advantage of Clemson University's
gift
of music.
Refreshments will be available.

from recording the single, producers of the album and owners of the small recording venture Delicious Vinyl Records
Matt Dike and Michael Ross
started celebrating with high
fives, because they knew they
had a hit.
According to the way the
single and the album have
sold, the recording company
has nothing to worry about. In
the 80s, singles have not sold
well. Many do not even sell the
500,000 copies required for
gold record classification.
"Wild Thing," however, has
sold more than 2 million
copies, going multi-platinum.
The album, Loc'ed After
Dark, has also sold well. Last
Week the album was ranked as
the ninth-highest seller on Billboard's top album charts,
marking the highest position
that a rap album has ever held.
Loc'ed After Dark also includes another single that is
bound for platinum status and
that is the "Wild Thing"
follow-up, "Funky Cold
Medina." Medina is a tale of
the troubles of using a little
too much of an aphrodisiac.
Loc's album has two distinct sides, the Loc'ed side
(side A) and the Dark side
(side B). While the Loc'ed side

contains "Wild Thing," it is
more distinctive for its boastful powerful rhymes.
This side kicks off with "On
Fire," a rap which sets you up
for the kickin' "Wild Thing."
The next song and title cut,
"Loc'ed After Dark," is the
song on the album that kind of
spoils side one, but "I got It
Goin' On" and "Cutting
Rhythms" definitely more
than make up for it.
The Dark side throws "Funky
Cold Medina" out as its first
selection and quickly follows it
up with "Next Episode." This
side has no letdowns with
songs like "Cheeba Cheeba"
and "Loc'in on the Shaw."
The album closes off with the
suave and spirited "Homies."
Tone Loc has definitely released a killer rap album, and
this album should be able to
hang on to the momentum it is
currently enjoying with
"Funky Cold Medina" and
"Wild Thing," but I doubt
fans of pop radio stations will
be able to enjoy the remainder
of the album, because it is not
as pop oriented as the first two
releases. However, don't
worry; with an album like this,
Loc is sure to be around for
awhile.

Around and about
Concerts

Lillian Harder, pianist, performs at 8 p.m.
April 4-5 as a part of the Lillian and Robert
Utsey Chamber Series in Daniel Hall
Auditorium. The event is a free Centennial
event.

Clemson University Chorus performs at
8 p.m. on April 7 in Tillman Hall Auditorium.

Union events

The Wizard of Oz comes to the Y-Theater at
2 p.m. Apil 2. Admission is $1.

Eight Men Out will be presented at the
Y-Theater at 7 and 9:15 p.m. Free with a
University ID.

Edgar's

Nuclear Chair will perform in Edgar's April 7
at 9 p.m. Admission is $2.

Professor's book shows role of black press
by Andrew Cauthen
editor in chief
Most people have never heard
of P. B. Young, Sr. and his
newspaper, the Norfolk, Va.
Journal and Guide, but after
reading Henry L. Suggs' book,
you will know Young and will
have a clearer perspective of
race, politics and the role of the
black press in the New South.
Suggs, an associate professor
of history at the University,
presents an indepth look at the
life of Young, who "was not a

theoretical aiatisuuan oi a
critical thinker but rather a man
of action."
According to Suggs' book,
Young published "the largest
black newspaper in the South
for more than 50 years."
Young's newspaper was active
in the civil rights movement,
many times at the forefront of
it. It was a "link between the
leaders of both races. The role
of the black newspaper, he
[Young] wrote in 1917, was to
effect social and economic
changes in the black community," according to Suggs.

And this is exactly what
Young did. His newspaper endorsed the progressivism of area
industrialists who hired black
workers. Young also supported
Norfolk's black industry,
knowing that "an independent
black industrial class could not
develop without a prosperous
commercial and financial group
to provide the capital," Suggs
states.
"P. B. Young recognizes the
significance of the printed
word," Suggs says. And Suggs
knows the importance of putting little-known historical

events into perspective, as he
does with this book. He mixes
the life and accomplishments of
Young with historical events
that are well-known, which
makes for interesting reading,
even though there are parts that
are reminiscent of stereotypically
boring history classes.
Suggs calls his book "the first
comprehensive study of the
black press and black leadership
in the South."
That may sound a bit
exaggerated, but since Suggs is
rather successful in his attempt,
it does not matter.

Henry L. Suggs
author
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UNIVERSITY UNION

BEACH BLAST
AMPHITHEATER
SATURDAY, APRIL 8, 1989
4:00 PM - 7:00 PM
THE SWINGING MEDALLIONS
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WITH THE EAST COAST RIVIERAS
25tf C6>£e.s

— ALSO ENJOY —
shagging contest—-prises

surprises

MOVIES: Y-theater
"GRAND SLAM!"

David Eddstein
ROLLING STONE

m.

BULL

..p«o«^.,«t,

DURHAM
i^A

March 30-April 1
7 & 9:15 p.m.
Cost: $1.75

FLING

BOWMAN FIELD
SATURDAY, APRIL 8, 1989
10:00 AM-7:00 PM

WIN $100
IF YOU GET THE CENTENNIAL BITE
OF THE 100 FT LONG SUB

FUN AND GAMES ALL DAY
WSBF BROADCASTING LIVE—25 0 COKES
HOT AIR BALLOON RIDES —LIMBO CONTEST
TYE DYE—FRISBEE GOLF TOURNEY
FREE SHAG LESSONS—FLINGS
OBSTACLE COURSE
AND MANY OTHER EVENTS
C.U. Special Events Committee
And
The Clemson Players
Present

A DINNER THEATER
Featuring

Ttanfopler,
Directed by

CHIP EGAN

The words, music & lyrics of

^

TOM LEHRER

Eight Hen Out

Saturday, April 1
Edgar's • 7 p.m.
Tickets: Students $8
Faculty & Staff $10

Free Flick!
April 2
7 &9:15 p.m.

THE WIZARD OF OZ

SMITHEREENS

Sunday Matinee
April 2
2 p.m.
Cost: $1

April 5
7 &9:15 p.m.
Cost: $1.75

-

SPRING

GTT .TTTK^gQfcT

JOE CLARK

FREE!
Sunday, April 9
Tillman Auditorium • 7 p.m.
Sponsored by: University Union Speakers Bureau

CDCC SENIOR STAFF
ELECTIONS
on Tuesday, April 4, at 6:30 p.m.
Available Positions:
• Stage Crew Manager
• Security
• Member-At-Large
• Hospitality
• Staff Artist
• Advertising and Public Relations
For more information, stop by or call (656-5832)
the Union Program Office to sign up for a time slot.
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Fine Young Cannibals
The Raw and the Cooked
The Fine Young Cannibals
are back with their latest release,
The Raw and the Cooked, which
features their lastest hit single,
"She Drives Me Crazy."
In 1985, a virtually unknown
FYC made their debut on a
British pop show called "The
Tube" and turned quite a few
heads. A few weeks their single,
"Johnny Come Home," rose to
the high ranks of the British pop
charts.
Band members Andy Cox
and David Steele, formerly of
the band English Beat, and
their acclaimed voice, Roland
Gift, a former stripper, followed
up their single with a selfentitled debut album, Fine
Young Cannibals, which also
did well on the charts.
The album was also received
well among critics. "Once in
every 25,000 or so record releases, a voice comes along that
leaves listeners speechless," said
a review in Rolling Stone.
"Such a voice belongs to one
Roland Gift, lead singer of the
Fine Young Cannibals."
In 1986, FYC went on a U.S.
tour and at the latter part of the
tour, they met movie director
Barry Levinson, director of
"Good Morning Vietnam."

RECORD ROUNDUP
Levinson asked the group to side is good, the second side is a
write some songs for the movie showcase of Gift's lyrical talent.
Take, for instance, the song,
"Tin Men." The song "Good
Thing," which appeared in the "Don't Let It Get You Down,"
movie, also appears on the which is reminiscent of the '60s
group's latest album. The group blues ballads and which is made
also had a cameo role in the by the voice of Gift.
Gift and the other members
movie where they appeared as a
'60s soul group appearing in a of FYC have produced a quality
album that is sure to get good
bar.
The band later recorded what reviews from the big critics.
The Raw and the Cooked is
has been termed as their most
popular song, "Ever Fallen in definitely the album to get if
Love," a single for the movie, you appreciate music that cen"Wild Thing." This single also ters on the voice and is not
appears on the group's latest totally reliant on instruments.
album.
However, their latest single,
Roy Orbison
"She Drives Me Crazy," from
Mystery
Girl
their latest release may be
destined to become their biggest
hit yet.
Before his heart attack and
Roland Gift describes the death late last year, rock 'n' roll
album as having two parts. "It legend Roy Orbison completed
has that raw, stripped-down work on two of the greatest
sound on one side and more albums of his career, The
modern, dancey music on the Traveling Wilburys, Volume
other," he said.
One, and his own album,
The
Raw
and
the Mystery Girl.
Cookedkicks off with "She
If you don't know who Roy
Drives Me Crazy" and is Orbison is by now, he is the guy
followed by the jazzy "Good who wrote the original "Pretty
Thing."
Woman." That's the song that
All the songs on the album
Van Halen later ripped off and
feature the voice of Roland made a killing on.
Gift, and even though the first
Orbison's solo album has the

Jazz
conceit

Bruce Cockbum
Big Circumstance

by S. Dean Lollis
staff writer

help of a lot of rock's big guns,
Bruce Cockburn is back with
fellow Wilbury's Jeff Lynne his third album, Big Circumand Tom Petty help out on a stance, but who's counting?
couple of songs, and U2's Bono
According to the material
wrote and produced "She's a that Gold Castle Records proMystery Girl," and fellow band vided, Cockburn has sold out
member The Edge performs in concerts all over North
the song.
America, but if his latest release
The first release from the is any indication, I'll save my 20
album is "You Got It," which bucks and go see Guns and
has done well on the pop charts Roses any day.
peaking at number three on BillTrue, the lyrics of this album
board's top singles chart and have strong meanings behind
receiving airplay on both coun- them. "Down Where the Death
try and pop stations.
Squad Lives" deals with the
present
conflict in Central
The album also features "In
America.
"Radium Rain" was
Dreams," a song which points
written
about
the nuclear accito the difference between our
dent
at
Chernobyl.
"If a Tree
dreams and what usually hapFalls"
explores
problems
with
pens in the real world, and the
song, "Windsurfer," which the ecology.
From what the material says,
puts the latest work of Brian
Wilson and fellow Beach Boy •Cockburn should be given
credit for his work. Before
members to shame.
writing this album, he traveled
While this album features to Nepal on behalf of a Canaseveral of today's big name rock dian development company and
stars, their efforts do not over- also spent time in several Censhadow what makes this album tral American countries, seekspecial, the pure musical ability ing to find ways to help the peoof Roy Orbison. This album ple there.
shouldn't be bought as a symBut after giving credit where
pathy reaction to Orbison's credit is due, the album simply
death; it should be bought for does not deliver the message
the quality album that it is.
well.

MAZZIO'S MEANS MORE

tonight
by Andrew Cauthen
editor in chief
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BUFFET NIGHTS

*r.

The South Carolina State
College Jazz Ensemble will be
on campus tonight, and if last
year's performance is any indication of tonight's, Clemson is
in for a treat.
The ensemble will be performing in Tillman Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m. tonight. Admission is free. The concert is
sponsored by the Black Awareness Committee.
This year's organization is
composed of 21 instrumentalists
and three vocalists.
Throughout the years, the ensemble has established itself as a
diversified organization, performing music ranging from the
Big Band Era of the late 1930s
to today's modern jazz and
rhythm and blues.
The ensemble tours South
Carolina, performing for area
school districts, colleges and
universities. These mini tours
serve as a recruiting tool for
S.C. State College and its
Department of Music.
An extended tour during
spring break provides the ensemble members with more exposure as the tour extends
across such states as Tennessee,
Georgia and Florida.

We've Added

Sunday & Thursday

ALL THE PIZZA
YOU CAN EAT
$3.59
Sunday through Thursday Nights • 5:00 to 8:00 p.m.
251 Victoria Square

ATTENTION
PRE-MED SENIORS

The Navy is presently offering a full 4-year scholarship
to qualified applicants.
Benefits include fully paid
books, tuition and authorized
fees. A monthly stipend of
$678. Full pay and benefits
as a Navy Ensign for a 45-day
annual training period while
enrolled in the program. The
obligation for receipt of this
scholarship is 4 years of service as a U.S. Navy physician. Call 1-800-922-2135,
M-F, 8:00 AM-4:30 PM.

NAVY^-OFFICER.
Ybu are Tomorrow.
"Vbu are the Navy.

^il-You-Can-Eat Special T
FREE
i "FREE FILL" CUP
IA

Come to Mazzio's All-You-Can-Eat Pizza Buffet
Sunday through Thursday night and get a FREE
I'Free-Fill" cup with your buffet purchase.

I
'^r~"
t&d.wjtu.oirjsr.qusa

.

654-9243
1

Your Favorite
Mazzio's Pizza

$3 or $2 OFF
Use this coupon for $3 OFF a Large
or $2 OFF a Medium Thin, Original
or Pan Crust pizza at Mazzio's.

. One coupon per customer.
LV2& wuh«her_qffers.
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'he house that Wilhelm built

TRAILING
THE TIGER

Tommy Hood ^

P

Sports Editor

Barnes' change
is'OK'to some
Brian Barnes' hands hid his
face and muddled his speech.
But two hours after walking off
the mound against North
Carolina in the Atlantic Coast
Conference Tournament last
year, those same hands
couldn't hide his feelings.
On April 1, Barnes had nohit the Tar Heels for seven and
one-third innings, and barely a
month later he was facing
North Carolina again. This
time Barnes needed to win to
keep the Tigers' ACC tournament title hopes alive.
But on a Saturday night in
front of almost 9,000 fans,
Barnes lasted only two-tliirds of
an inning before being sent to
the bench.
His line read like a nightmare:
two-thirds innings pitched, four
hits, three runs, three earned
runs, one base on balls, zero
strikeouts.
And four more than two
hours Barnes sat on the bench
and watched as the Tigers fell
short against North Carolina,
7-6. A late-inning rally by the
Tigers had fallen short and the
game put an asterisk by his
12-2 record.
"I hope we can get together
after what happened tonight,"
Barnes said, barely able to get
the words out. The Tigers
never got it together after being eliminated from the tournament. The NCAA tournament lasted only six games for
the Tigers and Barnes lasted
on two innings against Kentucky in the regionals.
"I told Barnes he had to go
out there and treat those guys
with some respect," said
coach Bill Wilhelm after the
North Carolina game. "You
have to throw changeups right
away and he didn't do that."
Wilhelm also said Barnes
was tired, which he had to be.
The Tigers' ace had pitched
125 innings and in one threegame series against South
Carolina he had pitched 14'/3
innings, including SVi innings
in relief in the Sunday game.
On Monday, Barnes ran his
record to 8-0 by pitching two
scoreless innings of relief
against Seton Hall. "A cheap
one" was what Barnes called
it. But the pitches he shut The
Hall down with were anything
but cheap.
Barnes has added a new
pitch to his arsenal that had
already included a curve that
drops off a table and pinpoint
control which has been known
to fool umpires.
It was Barnes' control combined with his fastball that
kept him ahead of most hitters
last season. But when it came
down to crunch time, Barnes
found out he needed another
pitch and he's got an off-speed
pitch to give batters chase this
season.
"Barnes has added what I
call an OK change," said
Wilhelm. It doesn't do the
pitch justice to call it "OK."
"He complimented me on it
today," said Barnes after
Monday's game.
see Trailing, page 23

Tiger Field finally
gets its stadium
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
No one needs to give out
maps to Tiger Field anymore.
Nineteen years after it disappeared behind Jervey Athletic
Center, it has risen, 4,000 permanent seats strong, and is
ready for its first big weekend.
The Tigers take on the University of South Carolina in a
three-game series this weekend
that will showcase the stadium.
For almost a century there
has been baseball in one form or
another at Clemson, without
any semblance of a real stadium. Since its inception in the
early 1900's, the Tiger baseball
team has posted an overall winning percentage of 6.42. And
since the arrival of head coach
Bill Wilhelm 31 years ago, the
Tigers have gone to the College
World Series five times and
have won the ACC championship eight times.
But Wilhelm will be the first
to tell you something has been
missing—the stadium. And now
that it's here he couldn't be
happier.
"It really represents a big step
up," Wilhelm said. "What we
have now is a real baseballlooking stadium."
Baseball at Clemson in the
early days was played on
Bowman field, from which it
moved in the 1930s to where the
tennis courts now stand.
According to sports information director Bob Bradley, home
plate was at one time situated
close to highway 93 and the batters hit back toward Fike Field
House. By the time Wilhelm arrived in the fall of 1957, home

plate naa been switched 180
degrees, where the hitters would
be hitting toward highway 93.
A fence ran between the baseball field and a small set of tennis courts, which were located
near the YMCA. The fence served as a homerun, as did the
highway.
"We were at that field from
when I got here in 1958 until
1969," Wilhelm said. "Bob
Bradley has been here longer
than I have, so I don't remember us having hit from the road,
only toward the road.
"I do know that we were very
glad to move to the field that we
are on now."
The field that is now known
as Tiger Field was built before
the 1970 season, and has since
developed into one of the most
attractive playing surfaces in the
Southeast.
The first set of permanent
stands were built behind home
plate before the 1983 season and
lights were added before the
1985 season.
However, Wilhelm didn't especially take a liking to that set
of stands.
"The very small permanent
structure we had there was not
very baseball-like at all,"
Wilhelm said. "To me it looked
like another place for football
fans."
And Wilhelm wants the footballminded people of Clemson to
know there is a big difference
between a baseball stadium and
a football stadium.
A baseball stadium is supposed
to conform to the shape of the
baseball diamond, and the
crowd should be in a position to
see the game well from most any
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David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

Head baseball coach Bill Wilhelm has spent 31 years
building basetball teams. This season, he finally saw a
stadium built on the Clemson campus.
seat. This has been brought
Plans have the lower section
together with the new 4,000-seat becoming reserved seats next
facility.
season, which might present a
The stadium has a lower sec- problem for students who probtion with orange individual ably wouldn't be inclined to
seats with arms and backs. The purchase reserved season
first row is less than 40 feet tickets. However, Wilhelm
from the foul lines, which puts doesn't see a problem in the aranyone brave enough to sit that rangement, even if students
close to home plate on top of don't get reserved seats in the
the action.
lower section^
"The new stadium puts the
"I think I know the attitude
spectators at least 12 feet closer of Clemson students," Wilhelm
to the field than they have ever said. "And they'll come in and
been before," Wilhelm said. sit in the choice seats until
"The fans can look out and be someone makes them move."
pleased with the view I think."
All around, Wilhelm couldn't
A walkway separates the be more pleased with the way
lower section from the upper the stadium has turned out. "I
section, which contains bleacher really like the way they blended
seats with backs that are painted an old structure with the new
blue.
stadium," Wilhelm said about
It is this background that what he considered to be a
makes the new stadium a good second-rate set of stands.
addition for the players, accordAnd what would make Wilhelm
ing to Wilhelm. "In the past it
had been very hard for our out- even happier would be for a new
fielders and infielders to pick up attitude to surround Clemson
the ball off the bat," Wilhelm baseball with the addition to the
said. "The different colors that stadium.
"In the past we have not had
we have now make it much
easier for the players to pick up
see Stadium, page 25
the ball."

O-W game set
for tomorrow
by Tom Meares
staff writer

David Chamberlain/senior staff photographer

Jimmy Crowley arrives home safely with a run in the eighth inning of Tuesday's game
against Seton Hall.

Baseball team rallys past The Hall
by Palmer Ceoci
staff writer
The Tiger baseball team cannot complain about the way
things have been turning out for
them this year. Their good fortunes continued this past week
as they came from behind on
two occasions to beat the Seton
Hall Pirates.

Clemson is hoping that its
luck will continue this weekend
when the South Carolina Gamecocks come to Tiger Field.
Carolina will be in town for a
three-game series starting
tonight at 7.
The Tigers will send their ace
Brian Barnes to the mound to
start the series against Carolina.
Barnes is 8-0 on the season with
88 strikeouts in only 56 innings

pitched. He has allowed only 29
hits this season, and compiled
an ERA of 2.09.
The festivities will continue
on Saturday night at 6:45 with
the dedication of the recently
renovated Tiger Field. After
Saturday night's game there will
be a fireworks display to cap off

At Clemson, they call it "rebuilding year." At many other
schools, coaches would be
drooling to have the talent that
head football coach Danny
Ford has to work with next
year.
"We have played the same
guys for the last three years
and now in many ways we are
starting over like we did four
years ago," Ford said. "We
need to develop young football players, and that is the
main theme of our spring
practice."
These young football players
that Ford refers to will have a
chance to further the developing process tomorrow at the
annual Orange-White game.
Kickoff is at 2 p.m. in Death
Valley.
After taking spring break
off, the Tigers began their
third week of spring practice
Monday and will continue drills
for two more weeks following
tomorrow's scrimmage.
"I don't think it's the very
best time to have a spring
game," Ford said. "We're
pretty much going along with
the University's request of a
100-year anniversary to make
a big weekend. We don't really
see Football, page 27

see Baseball, page 23
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Basketball teams win in NCAAs
by Rhett Berger
staff writer
Both the men's and the
women's basketball teams went
1-1 in their respective NCAA
tournaments, with the Tigers advancing to the second round
and the Lady Tigers making it
to the third round.
The men ended the season
with a 19-11 record and extended their string of post-season
appearances under head coach
Cliff Ellis to five straight. The
Lady Tigers went to the NCAA
Tournament for the second consecutive season under secondyear coach Jim Davis and
finished the year at 20-11.
Cliff Ellis and his team had
lost in the first round of the
ACC Tournament in all of Ellis'
five years with Clemson, and
the Tigers lost in the opening
rounds of the NCAA Tournament and the NIT the past two
seasons.
Clemson lost to Virginia,
90-73, in this year's ACC
tourney, and when the Tigers
received their NCAA bid they
wanted nothing more than to
win in a post-season tournament. The NCAA tournament
committee assigned Clemson
the ninth seed in the West
Regional, matching up the
Tigers with eighth-seeded St.
Mary's College of California.
Clemson met the Gaels in
Boise, Idaho, on Mar. 16 on the
campus of Boise State. Instead
of sending the "real" Clemson
cheerleaders and pep band,
Clemson hired the Boise State
cheerleaders and the band to
cheer on the Tigers. The band
members looked quite strong in
their "Clemson Strength Training" shirts, and a cheerleader
tried to "cheer Southern."
The Tigers started slow in the
first half, with center Elden
Campbell and forward Dale
Davis picking up fouls and sitting out most of the first half.
Freshman David Young kept
the Tigers close by hitting threepointers in the half, and the
Tigers trailed 39-33 at intermission.
In the second half, Cliff Ellis
played his two big men, Campbell and Davis, and the Tigers
played up to their potential.
Guards Marion Cash and Tim
Kincaid fed the ball to the Tiger
trees for the entire half, with
Davis and Campbell combining
for 34 points in the final 20
minutes.
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CLEMSON BASEBALL VS. USC:
TONIGHT
7 p.m.
SATURDAY 7 p.m.
SUNDAY
2 p.m.

\&U/

GARY'S JEWELRY
498-1 Hwy 93 Old Greenville Rd.
Clemson, S.C 29631
(Across From Bilo)

50% off suggested retail price on selected items
We Buy and Trade Gold
Attn. Students:
Closed Sundays

1:00-6:00 p.m.

Mon-Sat • 10:00-6:00
(803) 653-9104

Kevin faylor/head photograpnei

The Tigers' Derrick Forrest (13) blocks an Arizona shot
in Clemson's second round loss to the Wildcats in the
NCAA playoffs.
The Tigers cruised to an
83-70 win after falling behind
by 12 points early in the half.
Elden Campbell finished with
20 points, eight rebounds and
four blocked shots. David
Young added 18, making five of
seven three-point attempts in
the game. Dale Davis contributed 18 points, eight rebounds and three blocked shots.
The Tigers shot 73 percent in
the second half and broke the
Clemson record for most blocked shots in a season with 189.
The next opponent for Clemson was the top-ranked Arizona
Wildcats on Mar. 18 in Boise.
The Tigers got within four of
the Wildcats, 49-45, at the
16:03 mark of the second
period, but fell behind by 12
after Arizona scored two threepointers and a two-pointer in
the next three possesions. Clemson never got close the rest of
the way, and Arizona romped
the Tigers, 94-68, to end the

season for Ellis and his team.
The Lady Tigers were selected
as one of the top 16 teams in the
NCAA tournament and received
a first-round bye and the opportunity to host their secondround game against Georgia.
The lOth-ranked Lady
Bulldogs invaded Clemson with
a 23-6 record on Mar. 18, and
the Lady Tigers beat Georgia
78-65.
Clemson's Ramona O'Neal
scored 24 points, teammate
Louise Greenwood added 19,
and Lady Tiger Michelle Bryant
pulled down 12 rebounds. The
win over Georgia was
Clemson's first-ever win the
NCAA Tournament.

ISAQUEENA
VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
654-6158

• Excellent Location
• Amenities Galore
• Leasing for Summer
and Fall Semester
843 ISAQUEENA TRAIL • CLEMSON
Monday thru Friday • 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday and Sunday: By Appointment

DROP ANCHOR AT THE COLLEGE

The Lady Tigers fell behind
and never got closer than five
for the rest of the game.
Auburn finished Clemson off
with four late free throws and
won 71-60.

SUMMER SESSIONS 1989

SUNSHINE
CYCLE SHOP
10% off
all clothing
with this ad

mesa RUNNER

MESA
RUNNER.

BICYCLE SALES AND SERVICE

X A
3t r

Walking Distance
From Campus

i
M»V.<.

654-BICYCLE

U
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After a full week of classes, College of Charleston students
enjoy weekends of fun on local beaches and waterways.
Summer sessions include 308 challenging undergraduate,
graduate, and non-credit day and evening courses in 22 areas,
from business and computers to the arts, languages, sciences,
education and literature to sailing and historic preservation.
Benefit from every aspect of summer study at the College of
Charleston. The tree-lined campus in the heart of historic,
beautiful Charleston is a filling back-drop for state of the art
laboratories, classrooms, and programs.
PRE-REGISTRATION

SUMMER I

March 27-April 14
MAYMESTER
May 16-June 2
EVENING I
May 16-June 27

June 12-July 12
EVENING II
JulyS-August 16
SUMMER II
July 18-August 16

All resources of the College are available to summer students, including a
library of over 300,000 volumes, computers, recreational facilities, social and
cultural activities, residence halls, and dining service.
To receive the Schedule of Courses, call

Charleston
Summer Sessions, (803) 792-6912
Charleston, SC 29424
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Trailing
from page 20

today," said Barnes after Monday's game. "I couldn't get my
curve over, or I didn't seem to
find it. And I was throwing my
changeup for a strike, so I just
kept with it instead of throwing
fastball after fastball."
Barnes' ERA has stayed below
two so far this season and he is
averaging 1.6 strikeouts an inning. He's also got the confidence that what happened last
season won't repeat itself. "I
hope [the changeup] doesn't
disappear," he said.
It's not as if Barnes did have
anything close to a bad year last

season. The All-American struck
out 18 against Appalachian
State, while striking out 131
during the season. His ERA
ended up 3.17, while he finished
12-2.
However, that missing link
has propelled him above the
plateau he was on last season.
"Last year I threw an off-speed
pitch, but it wasn't as
effective," Barnes said.
"I didn't throw it for strikes
anytime like I feel I can throw
this one and it didn't have as
much movement."
Last April, North Carolina

chased his curve like a bunch of
Little Leaguers. By May they
had caught on to it. You don't
catch an off-speed pitch. It's
not the same timing as catching
a breaking ball.
Barnes came within one out
of pitching a no-hitter against
Wake Forest two weeks ago
while striking out 17. Wake
Forest isn't an ACC power, but
it isn't Appalachian State
either, and one can only wonder
how the Tigers can lose when
Barnes in on the mound.
Needless to say, Barnes is hot
and as soon as the opposing bat-

ters figure on trying to hit his
heater or trying to time his
curveball, he'll come with a cool
change of pace for strike three.
All of it has Barnes headed
for the pros with quite a resume
after four years with the Tigers.
The major leagues has its share
of hard throwers that never
make it before they get rattled
enough to be sent packing.
Don't look for Barnes to be
sent packing when he gets into
the majors and he won't be sent
packing when Wilhelm puts him
on the hill for the Tigers this
season. Barnes is pitching

tonight against South Carolina
with a week's rest and more
than likely, the Gamecock batters will be given plenty of time
to rest and think about what it
would be like to hit Barnes.
Last season Wilhelm looked
to Barnes to shut down the
Gamecocks and he came through
three times with wins.
"I was just planning to get in
some work in the bullpen today
to get ready for Friday, but as it
turned out I was able to get in
some good work, which hopefully will help me this weekend,"
he said.

$99 Roundtrip Airfares
On Northwest Airlines.
Los Angeles
$99 roundtrip

Phoenix
" ,'i?^ $99 roundtrip

Denver
$99 roundtrip
■■■ ■■

Chicago
$99 roundtrip

Seattle
$99 roundtrip

'

■■::v::x':::v:v:':':v:

Miami
$99 roundtrip

A special offer for students,
only for American IkpressCaiximembers.
If you want to go places, it's time for the American
Express* Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines only for full-time
students who carry the American Express Card.
Travel privileges that offer:
j^
Two $99 roundtrip tickets—fly to many of

e more tnan 180 cities serve
NORTHWEST ^west
^ by Northin tne cont uous

AlRUNES
LOOK TO US

i§
48 United States.
Only one ticket may be used per sixmonth period.
SpecialQuarterly Northwest Destination Discounts
throughout 1989-up to 25% off most available fares.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS®
free travel program—where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada—upon

enrollment through this special student offer.
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you're still in
school.
Apply now Fly later
—for less.
vmmimfmmmmf:

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be
\_i '' made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date and may not be available between
TOj^Jlp cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00).
M SERVICES Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the
*, MO. En.™*, c»T»n, mail. © 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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CLEMSON Authorized
COMPUTER Radio Shack
CONSULTING Dealer
1200 baud $99
2400 baud $185

654-9672

^K*cUo
Wedding Gowns

Kevin Taylor/head photographer

Super-subs

•
•
•
•

The Clemson Athletic Department contributed scholarships to Boise State for the use
of its cheerleaders in the Tigers' NCAA playoff appearance in Boise, Idaho.

Clemson Shopping Center
Clemson • 654-7630

Kremer claims titles
from Sports Information
Junior swimmer Mitzi
Kremer won two NCAA individual championships to lead
Clemson to a sixth-place finish
overall at the NCAA swimming
and diving championships held
in Indianapolis, Ind., held
March 16-18.
Kremer, an Olympic medalist, won the 200- and 500-meter
freestyle competitions as she led
the meet in individual points
with 56. Her time of 1:44.78 in
the 200-meter freestyle set a new
NCAA record, while she set a
new ACC mark with a time of
4:39.18 in the 500-meter freestyle. Kremer won the same two
NCAA championships during

Bridesmaids
Formals
Tuxedos
Complete Alterations

her freshman year.
Kremer's time of 48.84 in the
100-meter freestyle set a new
ACC record, while earning her a
third-place finish at the championships.
The Tigers' overall finish of
sixth place came after fifthplace finishes in both 1987 and
1988.
The 200-meter freestyle relay
team of Dianne Bravis, LyndaBeth Hughes, Liz Dolan, and
Kremer swam a 1:33.47 set in
1988.
The 400-meter freestyle relay
team of Bravis, Kremer, Shannon Halverstadt, and Michelle
Richardson also set a new
Clemson record, finishing ninth
with a time of 3:23.14.

NEXT WEEK:
IN-DEPTH
COVERAGE
OF THE
ORANGEWHITE GAME.

CHANGING BROWN EYES TO BLUE
IS AS SIMPLE AS THIS
We now have DuraSoft®Colors, the first
contact lenses that can change even the darkest
eyes to stunning light colors.
Go from brown to baby blue. Hazel to
emerald green. Grey to aqua.
Best of all, they're so comfortable you
probably won't know you're wearing them.
And DuraSoft Colors may be worn
daily, or overnight, depending on the results
of your exam.
So come in and try on a pair For vision
correction or just for fun.
And see how simple it is to have
the eyes you've always wanted.

DuraSoftColors.
by Wesley lessen
THE VISION CENTERS
Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists

THE VISION CENTERS
Drs. Beil, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists
123 By-Pass "The Commons" in Seneca • 882-3338
370 College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
105 Earfe Street in Walhalla • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 882-9322

Fast-Free Delivery
Top Gun of Pizza
Please tell order person which coupon you are using

2 + 2 Coca-Cola Deal
Large Two-topping Pizza
Plus Two-liter Coke or Diet Coke
$

s

10.00 EVEN

Save 2 40

DEEP DISH

CAN BE SUBSTITUTED

AS A TOPPING

DINE-IN SPECIALS
• Monday:
All Calzones $2.50
• Tuesday:
2 for 1 Pizza (Any Size)
• Wednesday: Spaghetti Dinner $3.75
Includes Salad Bar, Bread,
and Soft Drink
• Sunday:
3 on Top
and a pitcher of Pop
Large: $9.99
Medium: $8.99
Above Dine-In Specials
Expire May 1, 1989

BI-LO PLAZA, HWY. 93

654-1103

For the Best in
Pizza, Subs, Salads, Calzones
EXPRESS DELIVERY
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Tennis teams fall on hard times
by Michael Dennis
The men's and women's tennis teams went in opposite ways
during spring break. The men's
team won three matches, while
losing two matches. The women's
team lost five straight matches,
tying a school record for most
consecutive losses.
The lOth-ranked men's team
started off spring break by losing to number-four UC-Irvine.
The netters lost the match by a
score of 3-7. Mike Watson defeated Mike Saunders by a score
of 6-1, 7-5 to give the netters
their only singles victory. The
team of Todd Watkins and
Vince Van Gelderen and the
team of Chris Munnerlyn and
Owen Casey gave the Tigers
their own two victories in
doubles competition.
The netters ended up their
west coast trip by defeating the
Arizona State Sundevils. The
Tigers defeated the Sundevils by
a score of 7-2. John Sullivan,
Casey, Watkins and Mike
Watson posted victories in
singles competition. The netters
then swept the doubles matches.
The teams Sullivan-Watson,
Watkins-Van Gelderen and
Munnerlyn-Casey all posted

doubles victories.
The Tigers returned home to
post a victory over number-six
Kentucky. The netters squeaked
out a victory by a score of 5-4.
Casey, Van Gelderen and Greg
Seilkop posted singles victories,
while the teams of WatsonSullivan and Casey-Munnerlyn
posted doubles victories.
This past weekend, the team
traveled to Morgantown, W. Va.,
to take part in the West Virginia
Indoors. On Saturday, number25 Alabama defeated the Tigers
7-2. Then on Sunday, the netters defeated number-25 West
Virginia. The score was 6-3.
Van Gelderen, Seilkop and
Munnerlyn won singles
matches. The Tigers swept the
doubles matches.
The Lady Tigers started spring
break on a sour note and just
seemed to keep playing out of
tune. At the Tennessee Invitationals, the Lady Vols handed
the Lady Tigers a 3-6 defeat.
The Lady Tigers returned
home, only to drop four
straight matches.
San Diego State started the
four-game home losing streak.
State defeated the netters by a
score of 1-8. Mimi Burgos was
the sole winner for the Lady

Tigers. The day after the defeat
by San Diego State, TCU rolled
into town. Just like the day
before, the Lady Tigers lost, but
only by a 4-5 score. Burgos
along with Julie Davis scored
singles victories. The team of
Cathy Hoferand and Laurie
Stephan and the team of Eve
Slowinski and Amy Hise scored
doubles victories.
The Lady Tigers closed out
spring break by losing to 14thranked Duke. This was the netters' first ACC loss of the
season. The score of the match
was again 4-5.
The next challenge came in
the form of number-11 Brigham
Young. Brigham Young wasted
little time in the disposing of the
Lady Tigers. The score was 0-9,
with BYU winning every match
in straight sets.
This weekend, both the men's
and women's teams travel out of
town to play in tournaments.
The men travel to Montgomery,
Ala., to play in the Blue-Gray
Classic. The women travel to
sunny Florida to play in the
Gator
Invitationals in
Gainesville. Both teams return
home next week to play ACC
foes.

Stadium

11/2 miles from campus

NEW APARTMENTS

2-BR, 2-Bath Flats
$450 Per Month
Featuring Country Living
With
Convenience Store, Laundromat,
Private Club & Swimming Pool
New 3-BR Townhouses
for August—$525 Per Month
More Units Available
654-4339

654-1302

654-4344

BASEBALL

from page 21

the atmosphere that you have at
some baseball games," Wilhelm
said. And a season has not passed
in recent memory that Wilhelm
has not implored the students to
come to more baseball games,
offering to draw a map if it
would help.
"Next year, with the reserved
seating, a man and his wife and
children will be able to come to
a baseball game here and have a
good seat every time they
come," Wilhelm said. "Hope-

VS.

fully this will help us get more
baseball fans here, and that's all
we feel we need now is for more
baseball fans to come to the
park every day.

DAVIDSON

*

MONDAY

"We feel we have a good proi
gram here and now we have a
good stadium to display it in."

at

And in case you don't know
where the stadium is, all you
have to do is follow the cars to
the game tonight. Or Wilhelm
will be glad to draw you a map.

7 p.m.

Adjoining Clemson University
Near Gardens

Two- and Three-bedroom
Townhouses
The Ultimate in Luxury
Rentals

$695-$750 per month
654-4339, 654-1302, 654-4344

400 College Ave.
Across from Astro Theatre
beside Allen's Creations

50

SIDEWALK SALE
Saturday, April 1
10 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
$
90

Blouses 2 for 19
Sweaters_2_for •24"
Hunters Run - , , <.0ilqn
Georgio Polos 2 fOr $24"

Bathing Suits 2 for 41"
Slacks 2 for $29°°
REGISTER TO WIN MOO00
APRIL 1-30

Pizza Hut
Pairs!

2 medium Cheese Pan Pizzas
crust of your choice

>99
ONLY

$

WORTH OF CLOTHING

@

($1.29 per topping covers both pizzas)
2 Supreme Pan Pizzas,our 6 toppings—
* 10.33
2 Super Supreme Pan Pizzas,our 9 toppings— $14.99
DINE-IN
klA „....„
N
°u«n=P0N y^~^\
CARRYOUT
' — X DELIVERY

Pisa
-Hut

Makin' it great!
Makin' it great! it a trademark ol Pizza Hut. Inc.

" 1988 Pizza Hut. Inc.
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Baseball
from page 21

the celebration of cornerstone
weekend at Clemson.
The 13th-ranked Tigers will
have to face South Carolina this
weekend without the services of
junior first baseman Mike
Milchin. Milchin will be on the
shelf for at least a week recovering from an arm injury. Milchin
is also the number-two pitcher
for the Tigers with a 1-1 record
in 29 innings of work.
Clemson took three out of
five from USC last season, and
tonight they will put their 20-3
record on the line against the
25th-ranked Gamecocks.
On Tuesday, the Tigers
rallied from a three-run deficit
to defeat Seton Hall 7-5. Brian
Barnes (8-0) picked up the win
throwing two innings of no-hit
ball in relief.
Clemson trailed 5-2 going into
the bottom of the eighth when
Pirate starter Kevin Morton
started off the inning by hitting
Rusty Charpia and walking Henry
Threadgill. John McDermott

came in to replace Morton and
try to stop the rally.
Mike Couture singled off
McDermott to load the bases
for Joe DeBerry. DeBerry singled
to right driving in two, cutting
the Pirate advantage to one.
After a Tim Rigsby ground out
and a walk to Todd Stefan, Jim
Crowley hit a ground ball to
shortstop. Seton Hall tried for
two but Crowley beat a close
throw to first, and Couture
scored to tie it at five.
In the ninth, with two outs,
Threadgill walked to keep the
Tiger hopes alive. Mike Couture
stopped the game from going
into extra innings by launching
a John McDermott pitch over
the left field wall to give
Clemson a 7-5 victory.
Joe Deberry came through
with the late-inning heroics
again on Wednesday to lift
Clemson to its 20th win of the
season. The 6-2 freshman hit a
bases-loaded single to drive in
three runs in the bottom of the

eighth to give Clemson an 8-5
win.
"It's a thrill. It's really exciting as a freshman you go up
there and your stomach's a little
jittery," commented the ecstatic
freshman after the game. "I
never played in front of this
many people in my life. It's a
real thrill," added DeBerry.
Tim Peele picked up the win
for the Tigers by pitching l2A
innings in relief. The win improved his record to 4-0 on the
year. The Spartanburg native
has not allowed a run this
season. Jerome Santivasci picked
up his first save of the year
when he entered the ninth inning with two on and one out.
The submarining righthander
got Jamie Shriner to hit into a
double play to end the game.
Coach Bill Wilhelm was glad
to get away with two tough
wins, but he knows the Tigers
are not playing well right now.
"This game is not easy for us, it
seems like it's a struggle for us
every day."

Featuring One-Of-A-Kind First Quality
Samples At Wholesale Prices!

11
mil— n
.. fSl
IIi i ii1111imwr urn
DRESSES 50% off

FOLLOW YOUR FAVORITE
CLEMSON TEAMS IN THE TIGER.
EXPERIENCE THE
THRILL OF FLIGHT!

AIRPLANE RIDES
SAT. AND SUN.
ONLY $10
Clemson-Oconee Airport

10 a.m. 'til dark
Hwy. 93 past "Y" Beach, Follow Signs
Info or Reservations Call

653-9016

How does it feel to
get tobacco juice
spit on you by
Danny Ford?
How does it feel to
walk into the
Dean Dome and
wonder if you've
died and gone to
blue heaven?
How does it feel to
get close and personal with 2,000
Duke students in
Cameron in-door
stadium?

THINKING OF LIVING OFF-CAMPUS?
« e«#»a «** ^a^r#*
THEN

COMPARE CEDARWOOD
APARTMENTS
1. 25-passenger Shuttle Bus on Class
Schedule Run
2. Washer and Dryer in Each Apartment
3. 2-bedroom, 2-bath Furnished Apartments
4. 4 Units Per Building on 12 Wooded Acres
5. Water Included in Rent
6. Swimming Pool and Picnic Shelters
7. Ample Parking
8. 9- or 12-month Leases
Located off Old Stone Church Road
For more information, call:
Jack Thrower—Manager
(803) 654-3263

NOW LEASING FOR FALL
Write sports for
The Tiger and get
the feeling.

CEDARWOOD
A Student Community
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Football

from page 21

know how we're going to divide
the teams up yet."
Ford said he would probably
play number-one offense versus
number-two defense, and vice
versa. But the main thing the
fans will be looking for will be
the quarterback position, which
is without a returning starter for
the first time since 1985. The
Tigers finished 6-6 that season,
and posted a 6-5 mark in 1980—
the only other time this decade
that the team did not have the
services of an experienced signal
caller.
"The 6-6 record in 1985—
that's a little bit worrisome,"
Ford said. "In 1979 we lost 15
starters, but that was the year
after [Steve] Fuller's year in
1978. We beat people well
enough that year that we got to
play a lot of people and guys
like [quarterback] Billy Lott got
a great deal of experience."
Redshirt freshman Michael
Carr, the highly talented Louisiana recruit who broke his arm
during preseason drills last year,
will battle senior Chris Morocco
and sophomore DeChane
Cameron for the starting quarterback spot.
"We'd like to come out of
spring drills knowing that this
guy is number one, this guy is

number two, and this guy is
number three," said Rick
Stockstill, who is in his first
year as quarterback coach at
Clemson. "By doing that,
you've got all summer to prepare for what your number-one
quarterback does best. If you
don't have a number-one quarterback by the end of the spring,
then you're going into August
with a lot of uncertainty."
In the first scrimmage this
spring, Cameron completed
four of six passes for 48 yards
and gained 36 yards in three attempts rushing. Morocco was
three for nine for 20 yards in the
air and notched 34 yards on the
ground. Carr, who has been
heralded as a running quarterback, connected on one of five
passes for 10 yards while rushing for 36 yards in three
attempts.
Tailback Joe Henderson was
the top rusher with 15 attempts
for 92 yards, while Wesley
McFadden added 65 yards in 13
attempts. But these are proven
players that Ford does not seem
to be worried about at this point
in the preseason practice.
"I am not concerned about
Wesley McFadden and Terry
Allen," Ford said. "I am more
concerned about the development

of Charlie James and Reggie
Lawrence and people like Mike
Samnik at offensive guard.
"We have had some fine play
early from Rodney Fletcher at
wide receiver. Wayne Simmons
has done well at linebacker, as
has Junior Hall at fullback."
In last year's spring game, the
White squad defeated the
Orange 16-0. Traditionally the
winners eat steak and lobster,
while the losers feast on franks
and beans. But regardless of the
outcome tomorrow, both squads
have two more weeks of spring
practice to look forward to.
"Our youngsters need to
learn how to be football
players," Ford said. "We have
a lot of talent on both sides of
the ball, but I feel like we've got
to develop it. There've been
some important contributions
made by some people but not
enough to be a solid football
team at this point. We've had
some hard practices and some
nice practice days. The weather's
turning out beautifully, and I
think our youngsters will respond to that."
Admission to tomorrow's
Orange-White scrimmage is $2
for adults and $1 for children.
University students, faculty and
staff will be admitted free upon
presentation of an ID.

Write sports for The Tiger. This means you.

Looking For A "Health"y Elective?
Consider one (or more) of the Health courses being offered
during the Summer School
HLTH298 Health Maintenance
(Summer Sessions I & II)
Sec. 1 9:45-11:15 M T W TH F

3cr.

SPARTANBURG METHODIST
COLLEGE
Summer School Program
Whether it's to make up a course
or simply to get ahead, SMC
is the answer. Take advantage
of your summer break and one of
the best financial aid programs
around!
CALL SMC AT 587-4213 FOR MORE INFORMATION
TOLL FREE: 1-800-772-7286

SUMMER
CLASSES
IN

GREENVILLE
Clemson University will offer the following undergraduate evening classes at Greenville Technical College this summer:
EM 201
EM 202
ENGL 304
ENGR 180
ENGR 180
ENGR L180
MGT 301
MKT 301
MTHSC 301

Statics
Dynamics
Business Writing
Technical Writing
Engineering Comput ng
Engineering Comput ng Lab
Principles of Management
Principles of Marketi ng
Statistical Methods I

6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

T, Th
T, Th
M, W
M, W
T,Th
TBA
T, Th
T, Th
M, W

In each case the section number is 151. These classes
are listed correctly in the on-line preregistration
system. This special nine-week summer session
begins June 1 and ends on Aug. 8. Please call the
Greenville Higher Education Center at 656-2025 for
preregistration information.

Study of good health practices. Emphasis on lifestyles and measures
of health.

HLTH 410/610 Concepts of the Health
of Children
(Summer Session II only)
Sec. 1 4-6:30 TH

3cr.

Focus on the examination of health problems commonly occurring in
children. Emphasis on preventive measures and health promotion.
Sign up for these courses now at preregistration, April 3-12, 1989.

LinHill Creations Presents

Clemson Centennial Porcelain Doll
Limited Edition

Three-faced Porcelain Doll complete with white eyelet dress with
Tiger paw, orange bonnet and coat with official Centennial pin.
The doll arrives in her own polished wooden box with
brass hardware and Centennial plaque.
To Order: LinHill Creations
Rt. 1, Box 421
Abbeville, SC 29620
Or Call: Linda Hill
803-459-2452 after 4 pm

Local Contact:
Clemson University
Honors Council
656-4762

Total Cost: $395
*$100 of this
is a tax-deductible
donation to the
Clemson Honors Program

If the
career for
you is one
that:
— involves caring
for people.
— has unlimited
opportunities.
— offers competitive salaries with
comprehensive benefits.
— offers a variety of challenging
work settings.
— promotes leadership and
involvement in health care.
CONSIDER A CAREER IN NURSING!
for more information
call 656-5495
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF NURSING
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Golf team claims
second at Wofford
by Barry Landreth
staff writer
Clemson's golf team competed in the Wofford Invitational in Spartanburg, S.C, last
weekend. The March 24-26
three-round tournament had a
field of 12 teams. Coach Larry
Penley and his team finished
second, 12 strokes behind winner Wake Forest.
Coach Penley's team was playing with four regulars and one
substitute. Due to Sam Olson's illness, Coach Penley was forced to
cal Max Fain early Friday
morning to ask him to fill in.
Fain, playing is his first tournament as a Tiger, actually led the
team in the second round on
Saturday.
The Tiger golfers were led by
three-time All-American Kevin
Johnson. Johnson, a senior,
fired an opening round of two
under par 70. In the second
round, he had a three over par
75. He concluded the tournament with another two under
70. Johnson, Clemson's firstever, three-time All-American,
finished the tournament tied for
third in individual competition
with a one under par 215.

Johnson holds six Clemson
records and is one win away
from another record.
The Tigers number-two man
for the Wofford Invitational
was Oswald Drawdy. Drawdy
finished the tournament with a
four over par 220. He had an
opening round of 76, which is
four over par. He came back
strong on Saturday and Sunday
with par 72s.
Bo Beard and Chris Patton
tied for the Tigers with a 222.
Beard shot 71-74-77 in the
three rounds of competition for
a six-over-par finish. Patton, on
the other hand, had a 73-78-71
to finish six over par for the
tournament.
Clemson freshman, Max Fain,
concluded the Tiger five with a
223. Fain, from Spartanburg,
S.C, got the call from Coach
Penley after the illness of Sam
Olson. He opened the tournament with a three over par 75.
Fain fired a 71 and a 77 for the
final two rounds for a sevenover-par finish. Fain's respectable score was better than
three-time All-American Kevin
Johnson's scores for the first
two tournaments of Johnson's
career.

Welcome Back, Tigers!
Hope your Spring Break
was a "Beach."
Don't let that hardearned tan fade!
Keep that tan dark or even darker.
Call or come by Wolff Sun Center.
Wolff Sun Center
University Square Mall
302 Seneca Road
Clemson, S.C.
654-1766

WOLFF ®
SYSTEM
ISA

The Most Trusted Name
. in Tanntrn

ORDER YOUR OFFICIAL
Bill Vereen/staff photographer

Oswald Drawdy, pictured
here in a match from last
season, shot 220 for the
Tigers at the Wofford Invita
tional.
The Tigers next tee up for the
Furman Invitational this weekend. Clemson has appeared in
every Furman Invitational since
1975. Clemson has an .886 win
percentage against teams it will
face this weekend with losses
coming from Wake Forest and
UNC.

Want to sit close enough
to Dick Vitale to slap him on
the head? Write sports for
The Tiger.

CLASS RING

JOIN THE TRADITION'
CLEMSON BOOKSTORE

Class of 1989 and 1990
Order Your Official Clemson Ring
Wednesday, April 12
Clemson Bookstore • 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
$20 Deposit
am
Last Ring Day This Year!
H HERFF JONES

Great Food
Fun Place

DIGITAL AUDIO
Foot long rolls
baked fresh in the
store.

Layers of fresh
turkey, zesty
ham and tender
roast beef.

Silky smooth
slices of American
cheese.

Topped with
lettuce, tomatoes,
peppers, onions,
pickles and
black olives.

FOURCOURSE
MEALONAFRESH
BAKED BUN.
The Club

by
.irsrtSl

WE ARE HIRING SMILING FACES!

